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ID Our 100th Year
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No Evidence Supports Charge, Officials Say

-

Congressional Panel Includes
Tappan On 'Contaminator'List

CIST LA CHAT? OUI, MADEMOISELLE! — Third grade students-at Robertson Elementary School are learning French four days a week from Debbie Burgess, an aide with the gifted-talented program in the Murray Independent
School System. In addition, small group instruction with identified gifted-talented students is provided one day a
week. In February, Ms. Burgess will teach Spanish to all fourth graders in conjunction with a social studies unit on
Photo 13
t• Peebles
Spanish speaking nations. Ms. Burgess also teaches Spanish at Murray High School.

Local Tappan Company officials and
a spokesman for the Kentucky Environmental Protection Agency said today that they are unaware of any existing evidence that could have prompted a Congressional subcommittee to
include the Murray facility in a list of
250 sites across the nation that are
potential "groundwater contaminators."
Officials from the House Government
Operations subcommittee released the
list Monday and the Murray Tappan
plant, which ceased production earlier
this month, was the only Kentucky site
included among the 250 listed as
possibly allowing hazardous chemicals
to seep into groundwater.
Information for the list was provided
by state governments to the EPA, according to Associated Press reports.
The subcommittee said it was not accusing any of the owners or operators of
the dump sites of actually polluting the
groundwater.
Rep. Toby Moffett, D-Conn., the subcommittee chairman, said the list was
being released with "a caveat with a

Only One Veep Candidate Agrees To Take Part

League Cancels Plans For Louisville Debate
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — With only
one candidate agreeing to take part,the
League of Women Voters canceled its
'plans Monday for a vice presidential
debate this week in Louisville.
"Things are very quiet around here,"
local league organizer Barbara Cambron said at the Commonwealth Convention Center office where debate
planning had created a flurry of activity for the past week.
Local officials called off .1 parade and
other activities planned to accompany
the Thursday debate,saying ihey would
try to hold them another time in connec-

tion with another event.
League President Ruth J. Hinerfeld
said in Washington she would keep trying to arrange two other debates planned for presidential candidates in
Portland,Ore.,and Cleveland,Ohio.
League hopes for the.' Louisville
debate faded when aides for
Democratic running mates Jilin.*
Carter and Walter Mondale and
Republicans Ronald Reagan and
George Bush stayed away from a
league meeting called Monday to make
arrangements, and the meeting was
cancelled.

Musicians To Be At MSU
For Quad-State Festival
About 250 junior high and senior high
school muscians from some 40 schools
in five states will be on the campus of

State Awards
Contracts For
MSU Renovation
The state Department of Finance has
awarded contracts totalirg $294,336 for
parking lot and pedestrian area improvements at Murray State UniVersity.
A $65,848 contract for making improvements on the North Pedestrian
Plaza at the university has been awarded to Crouch Construction Co. in
Mayfield.
The project consists of tearing down
masonry tree planters and the concrete
walk and curb sections, making repairs
and constructing decoractive concrete
paving.
Pavco Inc. of Louisville has received
a $97,742 contract for the renovation of
the bookstore and Richmond-Franklin
Hall parking lots and a $130,746 contract for parking lot improvements on
the Early Childhood Center Drive and
Hamilton Street lot.

Murray State University for the 33rd
annual Quad-State String Festival on
Monday,Oct. 13.
Participants front Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois, and Indiana
will appear in concert at 7 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium after a full day of
clinics and rehearsals. Performing
ensembles will be the advanced orchestra,string ensemble,and the cadet
string orchestra.
The concert is open to the public at no
admission charge, according to David
Wells,festival director.
Guest conductors for the festival will
be Dr. Robert Cowden,chairman,of the
Departinent of Music at Indiana State
University, and Kathryn Drydyk, who
is on leave from her position as orchestra director in the Fayette County
school system.
Serving as clinicians will be two Murray State music faculty members —
Neal B. Mason, professor, and Arnie C.
Casey, instructor and director of the
String Project.
The string festival is the first of four
Quad-State Festivals to be conducted
by the Department of Music at Murray
State in 1980-81. Others are the choral
festival Nov. 3, the junior band festival
Nov. 24, and the senior band festival
Feb. 19-22.

Bush followed the lead of GOP
presidential nominee Ronald Reagan in
turning down the debate invitation.
Vice President Walter F. Mondale sz id
he would debate only if Bush accepteo.
Independent vice presidential candidate Patrick Lucey had accepted the
invitation unconditionally, as did John
B. Anderson,the indeemiden'fiesidential candidate who debated Reagan in
Baltimore'in the league's first debate
Sept. 21.
After the Washington meeting fell
through, Mrs. Cambron said that due to
"the reluctance of the candidates" it
was "looking more and more remote ...
that anything will happen here."
A few hours later, Audrey 0"Kelly,
the league's national debate coordinator, said at the Convention Center
office, "The vice-presidential debate is
off but Portland'and Cleveland are still
on — are still being negotiated."
Dot Ridings of Louisville, league vice
president and board member, said,
''Only Lucy has accepted the invitation
to the vice presidential debate unconditionally."
Mrs. Hinerfeld said in Washington,
"Although we proposed the vice
presidential debate as part of our
debates series, acceptance was not tied
to an agreement by the presidential
candidates to debate.
"However, representatives of the
Carter-Mondale presidential campaign
committee and those of the ReaganBush campaign committee linked their
acceptance of our invitation to the vice
presidential debate to their acceptance
of the presidential debates package,"
she said.
A local league spokesman said the
Commonwealth Convention Center in
Louisville will not be available after
Sunday.
President 'Carter boycotted the
Reagan-Anderson debate in Baltimore,
saying he wanted to debate Reagan
alone first. Reagan has since refused a
one-on-one debate with Carter,insisting
there also be a Carter-Anderson debate.
Mrs. Hinerfeld said the league will
continue its discussion with the
presidential candidates to work out an

acceptable debates package.
"We continue to urge the public to bring pressure on the candidates to commit to more campaign debates," she
said. "Our planning for the presidential
debates currently proposed for
Cleveland, Ohio, and Portland, Ore.,
will continue."
The Louisville Area Chamber of Commerce had planned a number of activities to accompany the debate, including 11:30 a.m. opening ceremonies
feahRing the Louisville Orchestra and
singers from the Kentucky Opera; a
day-long Kentucky Burgoo party under
a tent nearby, music by high school
bands, a parade, and horse races on
Main Street.
"We will not have the activities that
we originally talked about for this
Thursday ... We hope they can be
rescheduled for some other community
event," said chamber executive director Charles Herd.

capital 'C'." The caveat is that the subcommittee will not guarantee the list's
accuracy, only that "these sites appear
to us to be candidates" where the potential for water contamination exists.
E.J. Haverstock, Tappan plant
manager, said the local plant "has met
all state EPA requirements to our
knowledge." EPA officials regularly
have tested water samples from the
lagoons by the plant's treatment facility, Haverstock said. He said no contamination was revealed in the tests.
According to a spokesman in the communications department of the EPA,
the Murray Tappan facility was included in a 1978 grant totalling $155,000 to
examine and to test ponds, lagoons and
pits. Data from those studies is being
formulated in the Frankfort office by
Department of Water officials, the
spokesman said, but, to date, no determinations have been finalized.
Tappan officials met with state EPA
officials six months ago to review the
requirements "to close down the plant
properly," Haverstock said. The plant
closed its operation Sept. 19.
Haverstock said neither the House
subcommittee nor the state EPA has
contacted him about the matter. He added he first became aware of the subcommittee findings Monday night when
a news reporter contacted him at home.
The list of sites released in
Washington was accompanied by a
report warning that "the health of
millions of Americans is threatened by
government and industry's past failure
to properly protect our groundwater."
The report called on the EPA to draft
a national groundwater policy "to
locate potential threats to groundwater
and eliminate them before precious
groundwater supplies are irreversibly
damaged."
Groundwater -- the • vast
underground reservoirs of water that
are tapped by wells — is used by an
estimated 100 million Americans. Some
30 trillion gallons are drawn from the
earth each year, the subcommittee
said, with the underground aquifers
refilled from rainfall seeping into the
earth.
For years, people have assumed that
the earth would filter the rainwater and
keep underground supplies pure. Re-

Iraqi Troops Shake Off Attacks
By STEVE K.H1NDY
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD,Iraq(AP)— Iraq said its
troops shook off counterattacks today
in all sectors of western Iran captured
by invading Iraqi forces. Iranian
warplanes raided Baghdad, sending a
huge cloud of smoke billowing from the
area where fuel tanks for electric
generating facilities are located.
In Tehran, the Iranian Parliament
resumed debate on the fate of the 52
American hostages in their 332nd day of
captivity and appointed a sevenmember committee to investigate their
case, the state-run radio reported. It
said Parliament would debate on Sunday the commission's powers, but
decided that the final decision on the
hostages would be made by Parliament, not the commission.
The Iranian command claimed- that
its forces destroyed six Iraqi tanks today in fighting in western Iran, Tehran
radio reported. The communique also

claimed 140 Iraqi tanks were destroyed
Sunday and Monday in heavy Ian
air battles in the northern sector of t
war front near Qasre-Shirin and 21
more in the southern sector.
The Iranian Phantoms concentrated
their bombing runs on the southwestern
part of Baghdad, where Baghdad
University is situated. The Iraqis fired
anti-aircraft guns and surface-to-air
missiles, and witnesses said several
jets were knocked down.
The raid was the first air raid on
Baghdad since Saturday in the nineday-old war between between the Persian Gulf oil giants. Air attacks on major oil refineries in the southern part of
both countries have halted their flow of
oil to the world.
A communique from the Iraqi
military command said its forces "beat
back counterattacks by enemy reinforcements and mopped up pockets of
enemy resistance" along the 300-mile
invasion front from the Shatt al-Arab

waterway on the south to Qasr-e-Shirin
in the north. It said the past 24 hours of
ground action left six Iraqi soldiers killed, 15 wounded and five missing. There
was no mention of Iranian losses.
The Iraqi govenunent-controlled
newspaper Al Gomhoria claimed
"Iran's radio in Ahwaz has stopped
broadcasting lies, because it has been
taken by our forces." Ahwaz is the
capital of Iran's oil-rich Khuzestan prov ince.
The radio in Abadan,south of Ahwaz,
also was off the air, newspapers in
Kuwait said. The Iraqi command
claimed Ahwaz was captured Sunday,
but Iran denied the claim and said the
city's defenders were holding out.
Hundreds of Iraqi army trucks, many
loaded with tanks and armored personnel carriers, left Qasr-e-Shirin Monday
and headed for the hard fighting on the
Shatt al-Arab estuary 280 miles to the
south, AP Correspondent Steven R.
Hurst reported from Qasr-e-Shirin.

inside today

Up, Up, And Away

Students at Murray Middle School have just completed an interdisciplinary study on "Pioneer Life" combining English, science, math,
history, music, art, dance, storytelling and home ec. The pictures and
story are on Page 9.

partly cloudy

Food Price Rise Prompts Money-Saving Skills Brush-Up
By LOULSF,UJOK
Associated Press Writer
Food prices are on the rise again, and
it's time to dust off your money-saving
skills.
The surnrner drought has damaged
crops like corn and soybeans used for
animal feed. Higher grain prices mean
higher meat prices.
Millions of chickens died during the hot
weather,including many valuable breeder
hens. Fewer chickens mean higher poultry
prices.
Sugar production is not increasing fast
enough to keep pace with rising demand.
And that means higher sugar prices. '
And the farm prices tell only part of the
story. Billions of dollars are added to food
bills cn the road from farm to supermaricet. The amount varies from item to
•

cent evidence suggests instead tha
chemicals are seeping through the ear
th, too, going a little deeper with each
rainfall.
Newer and responsibly operated
disposal sites are lined with non-porous
material, such as clay, to prevent their
contents from seeping into the earth.
The list released by the subcommittee deals with pits, ponds or lagoons
that are not lined. More than 2,100 such
sites exist, the subcommittee said, and
various listings have been published
previously by other congressional
panels.
That list of 2,100 sites was winnowed
by identifying sites that actually contain potentially hazardous chemicals
and that are within one mile of a water
well, indicating the presence of a
groundwater supply. That narrowed
the list to the 250 sites.
"The significance of this list lies in
the considerable number of these sites
and the fact that many of them may
contain impoundments posing a significant contamination risk," the subcommittee report said.
But Moffett said the subcommittee
hopes the list will arouse citizens to
pressure complacent city aril state
governments to begin testing groundwater and exploring the problem. He
said he was not suggesting that people
switch to bottled water simply because
they live near a listed site.
If the chemicals are indeed seeping
into the groundwater, however, "it
would pose a very serious problem,"
Moffett said. "Some of these contamination problems come close to being irreversible."
Chemical contamination already is
found in some areas. On New York's
Long Island, where the entire population is dependent on groundwater, 36
public water supplies have been closed
because of contamination, and the
water supplies for nearly 2 million
residents have been affected, the subcommittee said.
Over 200 California wells have been
contaminated, the panel noted, and 100
drinking water wells in Jackson
Township, N.J., have been closed
because of contamination from a local
landfill.

item. On the average, however, two-thirds
of the money .spent on U.S. farm-produced
foods goes for marketing costs —
transportation, packaging, labor, etc. The
farm value accounts for only about
onethird of the final price tag.
'The US. Department of Agriculture Is
still predicting that retail food prices at the
end of 1980 will be 8 percent to 10 percent
higher than they were a year earlier. The
most likely increase, says the department,
is nght in the middle — 9 percent.
Hit the department also warns that the
rate of increase during the second half of
the year will be much steeper than it was
during the first half, when the Consumer
Price Index showed that the cast of food at
home rose less than 2 percent. And prices
next year could rise by 11 percent to 15 percent as the full impact of the dry, hot

weather works its way to the retail level.
Start your saving program by looking at
where your money goes. How much of
your food bill, for example, isn't really
food at all?
According to Supermarketing
Magazine, a trade publication, Americans
spent $162.6 billion in grocery stores in
1978, the latost year for which figures are
available. About.78-percent of the money
went for food and beverages. The rest of
72 percent or almost one
the money
dollar in four -- was spent on non-food
items like paper goods, pet foods and
health and beauty aids.
1-eiani..to be a smart shopper atthe
superrTZArAT Donl assume that a special
display means a lower price. Compare
products on the regular shelves with the
ones in those freestanding arrangements

at the end of the aisles to make sire you
get the best deal.
To cut costs without cutting meat from
your diet, watch for specials and compare
price per serving instead of price per
pound. The cheapest item is not the most
economical if a lot of what you pay for is
fat and bone that winds up in the garbage.
As a general rule, you can expect Uree
*to four seivings per pound from flank
steak, ground beef, round steak, lean stew
meld, boned roast, liver, center cut ham,
veal cutlet and fish steaks.
You'll get two to three servings per
pound frorn roasts, ham, poultry, dressed
fish and most steaks and chops. And'youll
get only one to two servings per pound
from short ribs, thicken wings and backs,
rib chops, spareribs, breast of lamb or
veal and porterhouse, T-bone and club
steaks.
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Partly cloudy this morning
becoming mostly sunny and
warmer this afternoon. High upper 70s to lower 80s. Fair and
mild tonight. Low mid 50s to
arouhd 60. Sunny and warm
Wednesday. High low to mid 80s.
Extended Forecast
Chance of showers Thursday or
Friday becoming partly cloudy
Saturday. Lows in the mid 50s to
near 60 Thursday and Friday
cooling to the upper 40s Saturday.
Highs in the low 80s Thursday
cooling to the low and mid 70s
Friday and Saturday.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake
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IFreeman-Lewis Wedding Vows Solemnized At
Church Ceremony; Now Residing In Murray
fr.

The marriage of Miss Lisa
Freeman,daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. D. 0. Humphreys, and
John Franklin Lewis 11, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Lewis,
all of Paris, Tenn., was solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 16, at
4:30 p.m. at the First Baptist
Church, Paris, with the
-paatur, the Rev. Thomas H.
Walker, officiating.
Mrs. George Webb.
organist, David Williams,
pianist, and Miss Nancy Collins, soloist, presented a program of nuptial music.
The vows were pledged
before an arrangement of potted greenery and lighted white
candles. The aisle was
decorated with lighted hurricane candle lamps garlanded with fresh greenery tied
with white satin bows.
Following the exchange of
vows,the couple lighted a Unity candle.
The Bride
_ The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, was given
in marriage by her parents.
She wore a formal gown of
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white silk organza from the
Pricilla Collection designed
with a scalloped v-neckline
and cap sleeves. The bodice
was adorned with Alencon and
silk Venise daisies and the
skirt, enhanced by scattered
lace appliques, and flowed to a
chapel train.
Her fingertip veil fell from a
bandeau of Alencon lace matching the wedding gown. Her
jewelry was a single strand of
pearls, belonging to her
grandmother. Mrs. Clifton
Key, and pearl earrings. She
wore a blue garter and tucked
into her shoe was a 1900 Inaian
head penny,a gift from E3ernis
Beard.
Her bouquet was of white
cymbidium orchids surrounded by tube roses with cascades
of phalaenopsis orchids and
springerii fern tied with white
satin ribbons and attached to a
white satin New Testament
which had been carried by her
Mother at her wedding.
Miss Becky McConnell of
Memphis, Tenn., was the
maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Misses Vita
and Karen Humphreys, her
sisters. Miss Regina Moore,
Camden, Tenn.; .Mrs. Rick
Lowe and Mrs. Doug Myers.
Her younger sister, Miss Jan
Humphreys, and Miss Jodey.
junior
were
Griffin
bridesmaids.
The attendants all wore
dresses of coral colored chiffon over satin with off-theshoulder necklines framed by
wide ruffles and spaghetti
straps over the shoulders. The
gathered skirts fell from fitted
bodices and featured wide
,
,
flounces at th,ellemlinei,
They wore white crocheted
gloves and carried small
natural wicker garden baskets
filled with veriegated tints of
coral silk flowers, fresh ivy,
and baby's breath.
Miss Kerni James of.
Houston, Texas, cousin of the
bride, served as flower girl.
She wore a street length white
ruffled dress, white crocheted
gloves, and carried a white
wicker basket of fresh rose
petals.

John

trousers.
Mrs. Clifton Key of Murray,
Mrs. Olga Freeman of Hazel,
and Mrs. D. 0. Humphreys,
Paris, Tenn., grandmothers of
the Ilride, and Mrs. Ellis
Barnett, grandmother of the
groom, were seated by their
grandsons.
The bride's mother, seated
by her son, Kelly Freeman,
wore a baby blue gown of peau
de soie featuring a belted knife
pleated overblouse with a
bateau neckline over a floor
length a-line skirt. She had a
corsage of pink orchids.
Mrs. Lewis, mother of the
groom, escorted by her son,
Ricky Lewis, wore a light
green floor length peau de soie
gown styled with a chiffon
capelet and a pleated skirt.
Her corsage was of yellow orchids.
The guest register was attended by Miss Michelle
Freeman, Dallas, Texas,
cousin of the bride. The wedding was directed by Mrs.
George Moore.
Reception
A reception was hosted by

The Groom
The groom wore a dark gray
cuttaway coat with gray and
black stripped trousers with a
gray and black striped ascot
held in place with a pearl stick
pin.
Serving as best man was the
groom's father. Groomsmen
were Ricky Lewis, brother of
the groom, Kelly Freeman,
brother of the bride, 2nd Lt.
Greg Hoover, Fort Campbell, Local Dam ersSteve Greer, Knoxville, Tenn.,
and Scott Watson.
The attendants were attired
the same as the groom.
Mrs. Lynda Cochran, local
David Barnett, Union City,
Tenn., cousin of the groom, dance instructor, attended the
was the ring bearer. He wore a Southern Association of Dance
white Eton suit with short Masters, held at the Hilton
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Airport Inn, Memphis, Tenn.,
•
Sept. 27 and 28.
Gus Giradinp of Chicago,
Ill„ was jazz master; Nian
Cadman of the Phoenix Dance
Center, was tap teacher for
the day; Michael Sims of
Stephens College, Columbia,
Mo., was ballet master of the
day.
Mrs. Gail Wahlig and Miss
Jennifer Waldrup, associate
teachers, along with students
— Dana Morton, Heather
Doyle, Laura Cella, Leslie
Thompson, Alicia Nunnaly,
Sonya Coats, and Yvonne
Jones — were also in attendance.
On Saturday night the group
attended a Boot Scottin' party.
Jeanie Tinerello of Hammond,
La., taught all of the latest
country western disco steps
for entertainment.
Approximately 600 teachers
and students were in attendance for the largest fall
meeting of the SADM.

Tennis Group Will
Play Thursday At
Ken hike Center
Group C of the Women's
Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Thursday,
Oct. 2, at 9:30 a.m, at the
Kenlake Tennis Center.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Renee Wynn,
Cathy Mattis, Deanna Parker,
and Leisa Faughni
Court Two — Carol Waller,
Ann Uddberg, Annette Alexander,and Pat Binford.
Group players are asked to
please note that play will be at
the Kenlake Center.
HEAVY FARR". e
When sewing heavy fabrics
such as canvas rub the needle
in soap and it will slip through
the material with less chance
of breaking.

PRESENT PROGRAM — The Memorial Baptist Church Puppeteers •ikented the
program at the potluck supper held by the Theta Department of the Murray\Noman's
Club on Monday, Sept. 15, at the club house. Pictured with their puppets are, left to
right, front row, Mike Young, Becky Hough, Lisa Overby, Kelly Cathey, second row,
Jimmy Osborn, Jeremy White, Chris Young, Wayne Cathey, Michael Wilkins, and in
back, L. D. Cathey, director. Not pictured are Robbie Perrin, Susan Rogers, and Susan
Perrin, members,and Jesse Young, in charge of sound and lights. Martha Guier, department vice chairman, introduced the group. Presiding at the meeting was Martha Enix,
chairman. Margaret Cavitt, finance chairman, distributed Stanley books and members
should have their orders in by the next meeting on Oct. 20 for this financial project.
Assignments were taken by the members for the Business Drive for the Arthritis Fund
Drive here. The department voted to give $25 to the Jaws of Life fund. Hostesses were
Anna Mae Thurman,Jo Burkeen, Miss Guier, and Mrs. Enix.

Start Planning Now
For NOW Accounts

They're Coming To Murray On
January 1st!

Security Federal offers
5.25% On Interest Bearing Checking Accounts
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We ve slashed prices on every Steak Dinner.
Dinner Platter and Sandwich on our menu
an average of 25%. so your family can enjoy
their favorite meals at Sirloin Stockade for
less than you can fix em at home,

Oh

ALL.AMERICAN
STEAKS

At Memphis Meet

yrs.

CRucK NORRIS
G000 GUYS
WEAR BLACK

Nkstisik

Miss., Leslie Moore, Murray,
Meg Mitchell, Alice Rhea, and
Mrs. Ricky Lewis. Presenting
rice bags were Misty Sutton,
cousin of the groom, Molly
Myers,and Shannon Cherry.
The couple left for a wedding trip through Middle Tennessee with the bride wearing
a beige sun dress with matching jacket.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
are now at home on Farmer
Avenue, Murray, where both
are enrolled at Murray State
University.
Out of town guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Crawford, Lynn Grove; Mr.
and Mrs. William Solomon,
Clarksville, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Dwaine James and Mrs.
Norman Stanford, Houston,
Texas; Mr. and Mrs. James
Freeman, Dallas, Texas; Mrs.
Mike Rayburn and Beverly,
Memphis, Term.; Miss Vivian
Ellis, West Point, Miss.; Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Heagey,
Rogersville, Ala.; Mrs. Leon
Chambers, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Douglas, Mrs. Rubin
James, Mrs. Sherrie Ross and
Ashley, and Mrs. Jeanie May
Lamb, all of Murray; Mrs.
Herning, Mrs.
Mildred
Elizabeth Marshall, and Miss
Ida Lorene Vinson, Hazel; Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Komplin,
Mrs. Jeffrey Carroll and son,
Franklin Lewis II
Kyle, Holland, Mich.; Mr. and
Mrs. Sonny Barnett, Traci and
Theresa, Union City, Tenn.
the bride's parents in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Rehearsal Dinner
The three tiered wedding
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Lewis,
white
with
decorated
cake,
parents of the groom, were
sugar tube roses and featuring
hosts for the rehear4al dinner
tube
a small bouquet of fresh
held for the wedding party at
roses on top, was served from
the Avalon Restaurant, Paris,
a table covered with a white
Term.
cloth bordered with a wide
A buffet was served to the
band of lace. The centerpeice
guests who were seated at
was an arrangement of coral
tables decorated with a row of
colored carnations and yellow
white candles down the center
fuji mums with tube roses and
and an arrangement of coral
greenery which crowned a tall
and white flowers at the head
four branched candelabrum.
table.
On the groom's table was a
Gifts were presented to the
chocolate money bag spilling
wedding party by the bridal
chocolate
gold foil wrapped
couple.
ePins and inscribed with a
variety of banking terms to
symbolize his association with
a local bank.
Coffee was served from a
silver server belonging to
gh
Mrs. Clifton Key, the bride's
grandmother. Other dainties
served were cream cheese
and cucumber sandwiches,
cheese straws, cheese balls,
and pastel mints.
Assisting with the serving
were Vivian Ellis, West Point,

1. The Original

The Sizzlin' Sirloin Steak
49 3. Ladies Cut _2-.4392. King Size

1.15
The K.C. Strip Center CutAr9S 575
The T-Bone America's Favonte.4-4'9' 4.15
The Rib Eye Tender'n Juicy-4:9T 315
J9-575
The Filet Mignon Wrapped in BaconAnS

OUR HEARTY DINNER PLATTERS
Shrimp Platter 6 Shnmp. Breaded & Deep Fned
-2-!343 a.425
Smoked Pork Chops Two Tender Pork Chops Smoked to Perfection
1.80
Chicken Fried Steak covered with Country Gravy
7 42.00
.129
Chopped Steak Lean'n Juicy
42.15
,
Steak'n Stuff Chopped Steak covered with Cheese. Peppers, Onions & Tomato--a-21e
.215
Steak'n Mushrooms Chopped Steak smothered in Mushroom Gravy
--k:439 1.95
Fish Filet Platter Breaded & Served with Tarter Sauce
2:54Y 1.95
Sauce
Hickory
with
Served
Platter
German Sausage
Ha rter (2-piecesi-2719" 1.95
Quarter
Fried Chicken Platters Fned Golden Brown
(4-Pieces1•3724
4

4245

Above Dinners Include Baked Potato or French Fries 6 Stockade Toast

SANDWICHES

4
-73, 1.05

Hamburger with cheese, if you like)
I Mustard, Pickles, Onions
2. Mayonnaise, Lettuce. Tomato

3. The Works, with Mustard or Mayonnaise
4. Hickory Sauce, Pickles. Mayonnaise

tO5

Chicken Fried Steak Sandwich
Our All You Can Eat

SOUP'N SALAD BAR
Create your own masterpiece from our fresh selection
of fixings, toppings and dressings. And enjoy a steaming
bowl of soup, all at the same old price...
99C with your meal.

Prices good through October 5, only at participating Sirloin Stockades.
ol)

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray

ism

a.• sum
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Farris Reunion Will
Be Held Here Sunday
The annual reunion of the descendants of the late Grier
Monroe Farris and Martha Farris will be held Sunday,Oct. 5,
at the Ellis Community Center, Murray.
A basket lunch will be served at 1 p.m. and all relatives and
friends are invited to attend,a family spokesman said.

By Abigail Van Buren

Doors Open and Close
For Neighbor Boy,

Grogan Home Scene Of Meet
The home of Fonda Grogan
was the scene of the Sept. 9th
meeting of the New Providence Homemakers Club
with Sylvia Puckett presiding.
Donna Herndon, a trained
counselor specializing in
adolescent and family problems,spoke on "Children and
Drugs." Mrs. Herndon emphasized the need for parents
to openly and honestly communicate with their children.
"The Look of Fall" was
presented by Wanda Osbron
who discussed the fall and
winter wardrobe for women.
Club members expressed appreciation to Littleton's for
allowing Mrs. Osbron to bring
several outfits to show.
Iva Mae Allbritten read the
scripture from Psalms 118:24.
She stressed using time wisely
to achieve the greatest success.

Reports were given by Beth
Falwell. Gail Herndon, housing chairman, took a survey
on previous housing lessons.
The club contributed one
dollar for the tree to be purchased by the Calloway County Homemakers Association.
Elected as vice president
was Fonda Grogan. Other
vacancies filled were Dorothy
Cook, recreation, and Deedy
Dunn,4-H leader.
Dorval Hendon was selected
as the club's nominee for
Master Farm Homemaker,
and Maudie Kennerly was
nominated by the club as
Homemaker of the Year.
Mrs. Grogan served
chocolate pinwheels, sausage
biscuts, nuts and bolts, and
cola.
Also present were Patsy
Pittman, Opal Shoemaker,

Peggy Taylor, .and Pearl
Kester, a guest from Granite
City, Ill. .Children present
were Andrew and Jacob
Falwell, Erin and Seth
Grogan, Grant Pittman, and
Greg and Chip Taylor.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, Oct. 14, at one
p.m. at the home of Iva Mae
Allbritten.

WOMEN MUSICIANS WILMETTE,, Ill. API —
More women are playing instruments formerly considered "male," reports the
American Music Conference.
In the past 10 years, the
percentage of women playing
clarinets and saxophones is up
at least 10 per cent, and the
number of women trumpet
players has increased slightly.

UM SORORITY PLEDGES — New pledges of Alpha Delta Pi social sorority at The
University of Mississippi include Murray, Ky., residents Stacy Fulton and Susan Crass,
Alpha Delta Pi is one of 14 social sororities recognized at Ole Miss. Parents of the girls,
both graduates of Murray High School, are Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fulton and Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Crass.

DEAR ABBY: NO OPEN HOUSE wrote to say that her
neighbor who lives alone has his 9-year-old grandson
visiting him all summer. She said, "I don't want to sound
like an old scrooge, but the boy spends most of the day at my
house, playing with my two, ages 8 and 10. He helps himself
to snacks, argues with my children and behaves like a
typical 9-year-old. I don't want to be rude, but six hours a
day, every day, is a little wearing. How do I handle this?"
Your reply warmed my heart. You said,"Please don't turn
the boy away. If he gets unruly, discipline him as you would
your own children. I realize that six hours a day can be
wearing, but a 9-year-old who has been sent to his
grandfather's all summer probably needs loving care and
acceptance more than most children, so please he extra
patient and understanding."
What a lovely, compassionate person you are. Bless you,
Abby!
CAROLINE G., PHILADELPHIA
DEAR CAROLINE: Thanks, I needed that. Especially after this response to the same letter:
DEAR ABBY: In reference to NO OPEN HOUSE: Since
the woman does not run a day-care center, she is not
responsible for this little brat's welfare. And she doesn't
have to be polite to him,either. Most likely this kid is pushed
off on Grandpa because he's insufferable. And you feel sorry
for him yet! The little monster should be made to stay with
his grandfather all day. Nothing unfortunate will happen to
him except maybe he will learn that life is not a bowl of
cherries. If this poor woman lets him hang around her house
all day,she might have to put him through college. If all else
fails, why don't you take him, Abby?
JUST ASKING

HRS.9-8 WED.-FRI.9-5 SAT.

1,3, & 4

Oct. 1,

•*•

DEAR ABBY: First off, I am a police officer. Since so
manypedple write to you to air their gripes, I have one that
has bothered me for a long time.
When I am in, a restaurant or store with parents whose
small children are misbehaving and causing a fuse, the
parent will say,"If you don't behave yourself, I am going to
call that cop over here, and he will take you away and lock
you up!"
The parents may not realize it, but they-are putting the
fear of the police into their children's heads and making the
law officer out to be a bad man — to be hated and feared. It's
hard enough for us to gain the respect of children today
without having this kind of image to fight.
A child who is lost needs to know that the police officer is
his friend and is there to help.
CPL. JOHN ADDIS, CLARKESVILLE, GA.

Truckload Bedding Special

DEAR CPL.: Thanks for a valuable suggestion.
Being lost is traumatic enough, but the child who has
been followed, bullied or molested needs to know
that he can get help and protection from any police
officer in sight.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I read your advice urging joggers to carry
identification. Why just joggers? Everyone should carry
identification.
In spite of repeated warnings from my mother, the most
my father ever had in the way of identification was his
initials in his hat! Because his work kept him within earshot
of our home, he thought he was safe.
But it finally happened. We spent many agonizing hours
trying to locate him,during which time he died in a hospital.
RUTH IN CINCY
••

Problems? Unload on Abby. For a personal, unpublished reply, write to Abby at 132 Lasky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.

,t
/1116
1:/
vi

Every other week throughout
1980, the National Bridal
For brides-to-be service will award another
$1,000 cash.
who could use lucky coupletwenty-six
manfree
Ihnoandeydmitioono,nr
$1,000 cash...
and
more merchandise prizes. The sooner you
register,the greater your chance of winning!
No purchase is necessary. Stop by and
register.

FURCHE$
JEWELRY
113S.4th
Member National Bridal Sr vice

• •••

INCLUDES: TWIN,REGULAR,QUEEN & KING SIZES

Register
For A Free
Set Of
Bedding To
Be Given
Away Sat.
YOUR CHOICE

2 Piece Living Room Suites
or
Complete 3Piece Bedroom 19300
Suites

41.144.1•4•444,
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Events Of The Community Are Scheduled

MCirray
Ledger & Times

Tuesday,Sept. 30
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet with Hilda
Evitts at 8 p.m.

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor
Brute-fleet--

Joyce Ann Wooden Is Honored
At Several Prenuptial Occasions
• Several prenuptial events
have been held in honor of
Miss Joyce Ann Wooden, Oct.
4th bride-elect of Donald
Stephen Repsher. Parents of
the couple are Mrs. Glenn C.
Wooden of Murray and Mr.
:ind Mrs. Robert E. Repsher,
Sr., of Ellicott City, Md.

Guests registered at a table
covered with a white silk cloth
accented by silver appointmens filled with miniature
roses of red, pink,and white.
The serving table was also
covered with a white silk cloth
and had a centerpiece of a
large bouquet of red, pink, and
white roses in a silver bowl
flanked by single white
candles in silver appointments
encircled with miniature
roses. Three other rose arrangements were placed at
points in the hall. All floral arrangements were provided by
Mrs. Hamilton and presented
to the honoree.
Punch was served from a
crystal punch bowl along iwth
cookies, nuts, and mints.
Other appointments were in
crystal.
Miss Amy Noffsinger
presented selections of piano

The first was a tea held at
the Fellowship Hall of the
First Baptist Church on Sept.6
with Mrs. Henry Warren, Mrs.
C. W. Herndon, Sr., Mrs. B. C.
Grogan, Mrs. Thomas Hogancamp, Mrs. James Rogers,
and Mrs. James E. Hamilton
(ashostesses.
es
osree
othe honro
f orange
esesntoed
sarge
weCroerp
to
l
and yellow roses to her
mother. In the receiving line
were the honoree, her mother,
Mrs. Warren, grandmother,
Mrs. Steve Herndon, matron
of honor, and Mrs. Roger MUSIC.
Westfall and Miss Cathy
•
Approximately 100 guests
Christopher, bridesmaids.
attended or sent gifts.
The bride-elect was
presented a gift of a meat platA household shower was
ter to her chosen pattern of held in the home of Mrs.
pottery by the hostesses.
Calton L. Prince of Memphis,

Art Work At Cheri 1
The Murray Art Guild artists will have display of their art
work during the month of October in the lobbies of the Cheri
Theatre on Chestnut Street, Murray.
The public is invited to view the new display of the work of
the Art Guild artists, a spokesman said.

!Square Dance Lessonsl
The Murray Squar-A-Naders Club will sponsor a'series of
square dance classes with Larry Jackson of Paducah as
teacher starting Sunday, Oct. 5, at 1:30 p.m. at Gleason Hall,
12th and Payne Streets,
St. Leo's Catholic Church, North
, .
Murray.
Sessions will be held each Sunday for 20 weeks. For information persons may call Mrs. Richard Jones at 753-3214 or
Mrs. Guy Cunningham at 753-0814.

Stop!
It's Coming
October 15
Murray Supply
The Complete
Rental Store!

Tenn., on Sept. 12.
Fruit punch, petits fours,
finger sandwiches, nuts, and
mints were served from a
milk glass punch bowl and appointments. A wedding bell
centerpiece with matching
cloth and napkins completed
the ensemble.
•
Twelve guests attended.
--- A miscellaneous shower was
held at the Community Room
of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank on Sept. 21 with
Mrs. Steve Herndon, Mrs.
Rick Garland, and Miss Cathy
Christopher as hostesses.
In lieu of a corsage, the
honoree was presented with
four parrot-topped sticks
along with the hostesses' gift
of a parrot pitcher. Several
other ifts were acce9m9ry,
pieces to compliment her pitcher.
The hostesses served
sausage balls, hot cheese dip
raw
with
crackers,
vegetables, relishes, and cold
spiced tea from a table
decorated in tropical colors.
The appointments were
centered with a green fern.
Approximately eight guests
attended or sent gifts.

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385,
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the Livestock and Exposition Center, College Farm
Road.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at the church at 7 p.m.
Eagle Court of Honor by
local Boy Scout Troops will be
at 7 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church Educational Building.
Faculty recital with Kay
Bates, mezzo-soprano, and
Marie Taylor, piano, will be at
8:15 p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State Univer.1ity. This is free and open to

Wednesday,Oct. 1
Murray Association of Life
Underwriters will meet at 8
p.m at the Triangle Inn.

Thursday,Oct.2
Randy Cutlip will be
Special lesson Ivill be presented in concert at 7:30
presented by Betty Jo Dedric, p.m. at the Maranatha Chrisclothing specialist from the tian Center, 200 North 15th
University of Kentucky, at Street, across from Wilson
1:30 p.m. at the West Ken- Hall, Murray State. The public
tucky Exposition Center, Col- is invited.
lege Farm Road. This is sponsored by the Calloway
Championship Wrestling,
Homemakers but is open to sponsored by the Murray High
any interested person.
School Booster Club, will be
held at 8 p.m. at the Murray
Salem Baptist Church WMU High School Gym.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Mothers Day Out will be
held at 9 a.m. at the First BapWMU Council of the First tist Church.
Baptist Church will meet at 4
p.m. in the conference room at
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
the church.
Catholic Church will meet at
Nature's Palette Garden 10:30 a.m. in the rectory.
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
Knights of Columbus will
the Ellis Community Center
with Mary Miller as hostess meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Parish
and the lesson lobe on "Dough Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Flowers."

Bible Overview will meet at After School Bible Club will
6:30 p.m. in the high school meet at the First Christian
class room, Education Church.
Building, First Christian
Church.
Children's Orchestra ConFifth Dimension will open certs by the Murray State
Orchestra,
the Lillian Lowry FOCUS Per- Symphony
B. Mason,
Workshop in oil painting will forming Arts Series of the directed by Neale
be at 8:45 and 10 a.m. at
be from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Mur- Paducah Community College will
Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
ray Art Guild. For informa- with a concert at 8 p.m. in the the
is sponsored by the
This
Tilghman
High
School
tion call 753-4059.
Department of Music in
Auditorium.
cooperation with the Music
Bridge will be played at 4":30
Wednesday,Oct. 1
Department of the Murray
Douglas Center will be open a.m, at the Oaks Country Club Woman's Club.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- with Ada Sue Roberts as
tivities by the Senior Citizens hostess.
Workshop in Acrylic-Pastels,
with lunch at 12 noon.
Overeaters Anonymous will will be from 1 to 3 p.m. at the
meet at 12 noon on the second Murray Art Guild.
floor of the Baptist Student
Union, North 15th Street, MurGarden Department, Murray.
ray Woman's Club, will meet
Box 391-A, Calvert City; Mrs.
The Murray-Calloway Coun- at 1 p.m. at the club house with
Roxie N. Neale, Rt. 1, Box 203,
ty Ministerial Association will Jean Cloar as speaker. This
Almo.
meet at 7:30 a.m, at the will be an open meeting.
Mrs. Jewel Wilkerson, Rt. 4,
dining room of the
private
N.
Brooksie
Murray; Mrs.
Murray Women of the
at the Murraycafeteria
Maddox, Hazel; James R.
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
Hospital.
County
Calloway
Green, 106 Edding, Fulton;
the lodge hall.
Mrs. Robbie L. Canup, 707
TOWER
EIFFEL
Story Avenue, Murray; Mrs.
Japanese film, "Seven
The Eiffel Tower is a
Clovis Jones, Rt. 4, Murray.
Samurai," will be shown at 1
with
marvel of construction
p.m. and 7 p.m. at the Student
9-22--80
12,000 metal parts fastened by
Center Auditorium, Murray
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
211 million rivets. It is 984 feet
boy high and weighs 7,000 tons. Its State University, as a part of
baby
Henson,
the International Film
(Christie), Rt. 3, Box 49, four "feet" cover an area
Festival. Toshiro `Mifune who
Mayfield.
more than two acres and are
in the "Shogun"
Green, baby boy (Lucinda), calculated to exert no greater starred
television production is a star
Rt. 7, Mayfield.
pressure on the earth per
of the film. This is open to the
DISMISSALS
square inch than a man seated
public at no charge.
Mrs. Karen L. Hart and in a chair.
baby girl, 1304 Overbey, Murray; Mrs. Joyce L. Milbrath
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 48,
Palraersville, Tenn.; Mrs.
Marie A. Forrester and baby
boy, 806 Sha Wa Circle, Murray; Joey D. McKeel, 1500
Henry Street, Murray.
Jessica L. Culp, Rt. 8, Benton; Mrs. Helen L. Gray, E-18
Fox Meadows, Murray; John
D. Causey, Rt. 1, Box 88, Farmington; Mrs. Aline W.
Steele, Rt. 5, Box 2090, Murray; Murrell A. Goheen, Rt. 7,
Box 10, Murray.
Robert D. Rushing, 906 Curtis, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Mae N.
Goodwin, 309',2 South Fifth
Street, Murray; Mrs. Hilda C.
Simmons, Zimmerman Apts.,
1611 Wiswell Road, Murray;
,Mrs. Eva McDermott, 816
Main Street, Benton; Mrs.
Verdie M. Crouch (expired),
Care Inn Nursing Home,
4 Roll Pkg.
Mayfield.
_
9-23-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Page, baby girl (Patricia.
Box 2486, MSU,Murray.
Ruggles, baby boy
(Sharon), Rt. 7, Benton.
Welker, baby boy (Leslie.).
Box 161-F, New Concord.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Phyllis J. McMillin.
Box 577, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs
Edna J. Broach, Box 501, Murray; Ricky D. Waggoner, 203
Covington, South Fulton,
Tenn.; Clintes H. Black, Rt. 7,
Box 162, Murray; James N.
Smith, CR Box 328, New Concord.
Mrs. Vera Susan Wynn and
baby girl, Rt. 7, Box 210, Benton; Deborah A. Rutledge.
1115 Fairlane Drive, Murray;
David C. Grose, Woods Hall,
MSU, Murray; Lowell F.
Copeland, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray.
J. W. Young, 303 North
Eighth Street, Murray; Mrs.
Vera D. Miller and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Farmington; Charles T.
McDaniel, 1655 Ryan Avenue,
Murray; Mrs. Mildred C. Collie, 526 South Sixth Street,
Murray; Dewey V. Cates, Box
1,Sedalia.
- Homer E. Cohoon,806 North
18th Street, Murray; Mrs.
Bonnie L. Boughton, CR Box
212, New Concord; Mrs. Annie
E. Walston, 1610 College Farm
Road, Murray; Mrs. Annie B.
Counts, Rt. 5, Murray.

Thursday,Oct.2
Thursday,00.2
Douglas Center will be open
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acBeta Sigma Phi will meet at tivities by the Senior Citizens.
7:30 p.m. at the Ellis Center.
Lunch will be at 12 noon.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with lunch at 12 noon.

9-21-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Sexton, baby girl (Teressa ),
Rt. 4, Box 260-A, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Ruby Lee Edwards, 412
South 10th Street, Murray;
James L. Wolford, Rt. 2, Box
Mrs.
22, Gilbertsville;
Bethemy P. Elliott, C-2
Southside Manor, Murray;
Kelly J. Elliott, Rt. 5, Box 452A, Murray; Mrs. Patsy Orr,
Rt. 7, Box 612, Murray.
Mrs. Sandra J. Brake, Rt. 4,
Box 1, Murray; Mrs. Donna F.
Clapp, Rt. 8, Mayfield; Mrs.
Carolyn J. Hudson and baby
girl, Rt. 3, Box 237, Murray;
Dieatra Blackburn, 316
Regents Hall, MSU,Murray.
Joshua B. Dowdy, Rt. 6,
Mayfield; Linda Kay Allen,
Rt. 1, Farmington; Paul E.
Wilson, 504 Crestview Manor,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Overia
Brandon, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Nancy E. Ezell, Rt. 1, Box 49,
Bumpus Mills, Tenn.
Mrs. Mildred Washburn, Rt.
3, Clinton; Mrs Mona L.
Blankenship and baby girl,
1210 Olive Street, Murray;
Mrs. Donna E.Stepeluis, Rt. 1,
Box 44, Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Janet L. Myers, Rt. 2,
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Activities for the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Center with lunch at 11:45
a.m.
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Due to unforeseen shipping delays the Mini Folding
Hair Dryer on page 5 in our Oct. 1st RMSS Ad
vertisement will not be available for sale at this
time; however Rainchecks will be issued. We
apologize and hope this has not inconvenienced
any of Our customers.
CentoI Shopping Ctr:
_4=111111111111==111116.

Buy 2
Chippers
for $299
so.
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The
Showcase

121 Hy-Parin

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

Wednesday,Oct. 1
Hazel Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activites by the Hazel Senior
Citizens with lunch at 11:45
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With each Chipper you get:
2 pieces of fish fillet creamy cole slaw
crisp french fries 2 Southern style hush puppies

Monday thru Thursday Only
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SAVE-SAVE SAVE!

D&T WAREHOUSE FOODS
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D&T
Is The Lowest In Town

Charmin or
White Cloud Coke or
$100
Pepsi Y
Martha White
Mac 8 Cheese

Dinners
511°'
Potatoes
62

$I

20 Lb.
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2 Liter Drinks
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Southern Star

Tuna
Bread
c
49
2183

Burney,
Clam&
Rehinh
Oretda

1 Lb. Loaf

Across From Murray Drive-In
79
So. 4th

Mon-Thurs. 8-7
Fri-Sat. 8-8
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Student's Life Is
Same The World Over
By GEORGE W.HA cxErr
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — A student's life apparently is the same the
world over.
Wei Kao made that discovery after
coming to this country to begin her premedical studies.
In Shanghai, she was spending 32
hours a week in the classroom. At
Berea College, classes begin at 8 a.m.
and continue until 6 pin, but she enjoys
the pace.
"I have to do well and get good
grades so they will accept me later at
Columbia University. Everyone in the
family expects me to obtain my
medical degree there."
When the 19-year-old girl decided to
leave China, there was little doubt
about the college of her choice. An aunt,
Dr. Priscilla Chu, had recommended
Berea because of the academic and student work program.
"She made an excellent suggestion.
The people on campus have taken an interest in me. It's also nice since my
aunt isn't too far away and I can visit at
least once a month." Dr. Chu and her
surgeon-husband practice together at
London.
Wei Kao, who arrived here last fall,
studied English at the University of
Louisville from January through May
then headed for Berea.
As an incoming student, she applied
for a summer job and was placed in the

Low Down
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By Joe Crump
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Boone Tavern Gift Shop where products
of the student craft industries are sold.
"After seeing some of the items in the
shop, I was reminded of my days in
elementary school in China when I
made miniature human figures from
sweet rice flour. I wondered if I could
still do it."
She obtained the basic ingredients of
sweet rice flour from her father, a New
Jersey researcher, and purchased
wheat flour and food coloring in Berea.
She began experimenting in her dormitory, waiting until the other students
were in bed. "I couldn't concentrate
when people were watching me."
On the day that Wei Kao showed the
finished product to the gift shop
manager, a customer noticed the colorful, three-inch Oriental figurine and insisted on buying it. Siiiu then, Wei Kao
has sold 21 other forms, each different
and unique. They take an hour to complete and four to six days to dry.
"It gives me something to do when I
need a break from studying."
She also watches television. "I was
surprised by all the programs that are
on the air. In Shanghai, television goes
from 6 to 9 p.m. every night and the
shows aren't the same type."
The nearby Boone Tavern is noted for
its fine foods and Wei Kao has sampled
some of them. She's also tried, more
than once, an American dish that teenagers have made famous.
"I love hamburgers. They're great."
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Garrott's Galley

Popcorn,Singing, Good Friends
Make Racer Bus Trip A Lot OfFun

Congressional
Record

USDA ,Doesn't Know
Energy From Shinola
Representative Albert Gore, Jr.
(Tenn.) "...The Energy Security Act of
1980... provided financial incentives for
biomass conversion projects. The
Washington Post reporting on this process. . . revealed that (the) manure-toenergy technology is ignored by officials of the Departments of
Agriculture and Energy (USDA-DOE).
I commend the article to my colleagues."(Excerpts from the Article):
Not The Same Old
Manure: USDA Doesn't Know
Energy From Shinola
A growing number of American
farmers think that Agriculture
Secretary Bob Bergland's bureaucracy
is full of it. They're mad because the
bureaucracy won't practice what is
preached and help farms, which are
also
of "it", turn a lot of "it" into
cost-effective energy.
The "it" is manure. By a relatively
simple process, involves no serious environmental hazards such as
meltdowns, manure can be converted
to a burnable gas.
Dick Waybright, co-owner of the
Mason-Dixon dairy farm, raises up a
sign that shows a Holstein with a bolt of
energy coming from the vicinity of its
tail.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Is there such a thing as an empty
achievement? Most ' religions and
philosophies that encourage even a
slight measure of introspection say yes.
Spiritual emptiness and material success fife often found together. This
passage from the best-selling novel by
Robert Pirsig, Zen and the Art of
Bantam
Motorcycle Maintenance
Books, 1975),confirms this truth:
The mountains of achievement
are., relatively meaningless and
often unobtainable unless taken
together with the ocean trenches
of sell-awareness ... which result
from inner peace of mind.
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The Mason-Dixon system is not exactly a Ruble Goldberg contraption. It
is simple. Manure from about 700 cows
is flushed to a pit where the solids are
separated out and sent to a basin tightly
covered by a big black plastic cover
that keeps oxygen out. In the oxygenfree atmosphere under the bag,
bacteria and other microbes devour the
solids and then die, their decay produce
a gas that expands the bag like a giant
balloon. The gas is 60 percent methane
and 40 percent carbon dioxide. The gas
is used as a fuel to run a generator
which produces electricity.
One of the byproducts of converting
manure to methane is a fluffy odor-free
material that cows prefer as bedding
over sawdust (? ). Since Waybright
started putting this material in the
barns, cases of mastitis (and udder
disease) among his Holsteins has dropped dramatically, raising the cows' annual milk production.
The main attraction of cow power is
that, coupled with alcohol production, it
can help turn farms into energy producers instead of consumers. As
Waybright says, "Food production all
depends on the next boatload of oil coming in."
The Farmers Home Administration
(FmHA) has jurisdiction for distribution of the funds we have available for
loans to start innovative on farm,
energy programs. Help will be coming,
says the Agriculture Department. But
down on the farm, whether it's Pennsylvania or Illinois, no one believes that
will happen.
+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
The American taxpayer would like to
see a check list of the Energy accomplishments of USDA and DOE. The
results to date are a mystery.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly betieve that to limit
oninionated, articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue me4its
the attention of the general .p.ehIic,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

By M.C. Garrott

,

I'm more convinced than ever that
for the sheer relaxation, convenience
and enjoyment of the thing, the way to
go to a Racer football or basketball
game on the road is to go on a special
bus.
Last Saturday, Cathryn and I were
among.-the 49 who climbed aboard
Leroy • Eldridge's special about 12:30
p.m. and went to Cookeville to see the
Racers play Tennessee Tech in that
spine-tingling, nail-biting 10-3 thriller.
That was fun!
Also aboard were L. D. Miller, Robert
and Gladys Etherton, Leroy and Kate,
Marvin Glazer, Jimmy and Marilyn
Herndon, Corky Harrison, Ann Taylor,
Dew Drop Rowlett and Kenneth Geurin.
Also, Junior McCage, Soda and Ruth
Hale, Joe Geurin, Jerry Bolls, Hamp
and Barbara Erwin, John and Teckla
Farrell, Joe Faughn and daughter Nancy Morton, Ricky and Emily Scarborough and Bob Farless.
Also, Will and Wanda Lawson, Dick
and Charlene Butwell and their two
boys — Mike and Scottie, Jim and Norma Frank, Bill Etherton, Bailey and
Betty Gore, Porter and Sonya Huie,
John Trotter, Ray Clark, Kenneth and
Sue Ann Lax, Terry Grogan and Lindsey Hudspeth's parents, Louis and
Florence.
We only had one "no show,' a fellow
by the name of Randy McMillan.
Since he had not paid his money, the
hat was passed on the bus to make up
the cost of his tickets so Leroy and Kate
wouldn't have to stand the loss.
Before he came aboard, L. D. Miller
had gone by one of the local popcorn
plants and picked up a box almost the
size of a burying box full of popped
corn, most of which was spilled in the
aisle as we tried to pass it around in
such cramped quarters.
+++
We had no more than cleared the four
bridges on 94 East before Leroy whipped out a handful of homemade song
sheets. He had put it together from one
of the Rotary Club's song books, and the
first thing we knew, Jerry Bolls, who
leads singing at the Seventh and Poplar
Streets Church of Christ, had us belting
out such classics as:
"Red River Valley," "Working on
The Railroad," "Wait 'Till the Sun
Shines, Nellie," "Down by the Riverside" and "When the Saints Go Marching In," to which we had our own
special tailored lyrics to fit the occasion
—"When the Fans Go Marching In."
Traveling time passes rapidly when
you get into that kind of close
fellowship, and before we knew it, we
were rolling into Cookeville and parked
at a motel where the other Racer fans
had set up headquarters.
As luck would have it, there was a
shopping mall just across the highway,
and, with some three hours before
game time, that's where our wives
headed. I hope there's a shopping
center in heaven, because if there isn't,
I don't think Cathryn will like it up
there.
- Cookeville also has a BaskinsRobbins ice cream parlor, and Hamp,
John and I spotted and headed for it
about the same time. To be brutally
honest, I think I would just about as
soon see a Baskins-Robbins place opened up in Murray as to see them complete 641 North. All those delicious
flavors! I'd probably gain weight just
walking by one, but I have no way of
knowing. I've never knowingly walked
past one
++ +
Seated just to our left at the Tech
stadium was Dr. Gordon Pennybaker,
who is well known among the old-timers
in Murray as a former Murray State
biology teacher. He went to Tennessee
Tech in 1939, and became a dean. He is
retired now and has a building on campus named for him.
He asked to be remembered to such
former colleagues as Dr. Alfred
Wolfson, Mrs. Evelyn Albritton, Dr,.
Max Carman and others.
Also spotted in the Tech crowd was

Ken Peterson, one of the first really-telt
men to play basketball at Murray State.
He's still tall as well as a big man in the
insurance business at Cookeville.
"A highlight on the ride home was
singing "Happy Birthday" to Robert
Etherton, who was 73 last Sunday. The
first time we sang it, he informed us
that we were about an hour and 40
minutes too early, so promptly at midnight we did it again.
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Incidentally, he and Mrs. Etherton,
two of the Racers' most faithful fans,
have been married for 54 years.
+++
Leroy is getting out of the specialRacer-bus business, though, for the
time being. Morehead and Eastern are
too far away for an up-and-back trip in
one day, but he's looking ahead to the
basketball season, namely the Indiana
game the Monday after Thanksgiving.
Chances are slim, however, that he
can come up with enough game tickets
to accommodate a busload for that, but
he'll have other trips coming up.
When he does, go on one of'them No
driving strain; no parking problems.
You just sit back and leave all that to
someone else — in our case aNyery personable young Graves County farmer
and part-time driver, James Lowry.
Try it! You'll like it!

Bible Thought
Sing and rejoice . . for 1 come
and I will dwell in the midst of
thee, saith the LORD. Zechariah
2:10.
God did not create us and then
go far away. He is with us. He is a
God who cares for us
+++++++++++++++
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But the boys and girls of 4-H and FFA delight in publicity
of their achievements. For example, Michael White showed the
grand champion female Jersey at the 4-H Kentucky State Fair show
in September, the proud son of Mr. and Mrs. Otley White of
Route 5, Murray.
Speaking of grand champions, nine new structures going up
at Murray State College was a champion of sorts in the building
program as was the proposal to raise $29,000 for the United Fund
Drive late in the fall, considering previous difficulties in subscribing
$20,000 budgets.
Election of city officers at Hazel was a first experience for the
community when trustees and city judge candidates were to be
voted. Previously, members had been appointed by the county
judge, or by the governor, upon failure of candidates to file in
fifth class cities. Calloway County voters rejected the proposal to
substitute the fiscal court for a commission form of government.
The rejection prompted Judge Hall McCuiston to rule Nov. 12,
1965, members of the fiscal court must try all cases involving traffic
charges inasmuch as they were compensated $100 a month for
duties they did not perform.
L. A. L. Langston, 92 year old former county school superintendent and member of a pioneer Calloway family, died Nov. ZS,
1965, at his Main Street home at 16th Street. Mr. Langston was
superintendent of county schools from 1902-1910 when it was a
popularly elective office. In addition he served as a YMCA director
during World War I. He was an admiral gentleman in every respect,
and had a wide political following.
Chief of Police Burman Parker announced he was resigning
his office, effective Jan. 1, 1966, after serving as chief police officer
on two occasion, involving 25 years active duty with the force. At
one time he was one of three officers composing the entire staff
of city policemen.
On schedule, the Chamber of Commerce honored Jim Garrison
of Ryan Milk Company as "Man of the Year" at its 32nd annual
conclave.
Christmas Eve was one of tragedy for the Melvin Smith family
of Dexter, Route 1, when the car driven by Mr. Smith was struck
by an IAN train at the Almo crossing, killing Mrs. Smith and her
3 year old son Maurice. They were buried at Temple Hill.
On a brighter side for the end of the year was the announcement made by James Johnson, representing the Industrial Foundation
and other organizations, stating the Sager Glove Company of Chicago
would start operation here the first of the year with a division of
their company, manufacturing fire-proof wearing apparel in the
building formerly occupied by the Murray Hosiery Mill on South
4th Street. Mr. Johnson indicated the plant had a potential .of
employing 100 local workers.
To Be Continued

10 Years Ago
011ie C. Hall, Glenn Y. Crawford, 0.
L. Cain, Pat Ross, and A. A. Doherty
have been named to serve on the
Agricultural Stablization and Conservation County Committee.
Deaths reported include Barrigft
Sholar,65,and Paul Meloan,73.
Miss Susan Johnson, daughter of
Charles and June Johnson, has been
selected as football queen at Murray
High School. Her attendants are Miss
Jane Arant, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ervin Arant, Miss Ruth Titsworth,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. A. H.
Titsworth, and Miss Cindy Colson,
daughter of Mr.and Mrs: Cletus Colson,
Rex Alexander, associate professor
in the Department of Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation at Murray
State University and chairman of the
Parks and Recreation Committee of the
city of Murray, discussed the city
recreational needs and plans at the
general dinner meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club held Sept. 26 at the club
house.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Troy Ahart, Sept. 25, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Dawson,Sept. 26, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Curd,Sept.
26,and a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Dale Reid,
Sept. 26.
The marriage of Miss Paulette
Coplen Steele, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Steele, Murray, and to Charles E.
Reed, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Reed,
Clay City, Ill., wassolemnized Sept. Sat
the home of the bride's parents.

20 Years Ago
Alicia Ray Latimer, 17 months, died
yesterday when she was hit by a car in
front of her home on the Hazel
Highway.
Pictured today is an artist's conception of just what the new hospital proposed for Murray and Calloway County
will look like provided the voters approve the bond issue in the November
general election.
Anne Wrather, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin 0. Wrather, and a senior
at Murray High School, has been named a semi-finalist in the 1960-61 National
Merit Scholarship Competition, according to Fred Schultz, principal of the
school.
Ralph Morris was approved as scoutmaster and Tom Williams and Holmes
Ellis, Jr:, as assistant scoutmasters for
Boy,Scout Troop 45, sponsored by the
Methodist Men of the First Methodist
Church.
The First District PTA will meet here
Oct. 5 with the Murray College High
School PTA, Capt. John Bryant, president, as host, according to Mrs. Erl
Sensing,Clinton, district president.
The Calloway County Conservation
Club will have a merchandise shoot on
the farm of Ernest Bailey on Oct. 1 and
2.

30 Years Ago
Deaths reported include Coleman
Overbey.
Mr. and Mrs. George Coles will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Oct. 8 at their home near Midway on Murray Route 4.
Charles Lassiter is studying for his
Ph.D at Michigan State University,
Lansing. His wife is the former Robbie
Richerson. Both are graduates of the
Murray Training School.
"The John Ed Scotts are building a
new home on the corner lot at North
Eighth and Olive Streets. The John
Trotters have bought a home on
Sycamore Street," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Installed as officers of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star were Frances Churchill, A. G.
Walton, Margaret Polly, Paul Dill, Anna Kuhn, Euva Nell Mitchell, Ora Lee
Farris, Mildred Dunn, Mary Louise
Baker, Mildred Gass, Sue Mahan,
Modelle Miller, Frances Stubblefield,
Lava Oakley, Nettie Klapp, and Norman Klapp.
TO(i(/

v In Historv

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 30, the 274th
day of 1980. There are 92 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 30, 1954, the U.S. Navy commissioned the first atomic powered
vessel, the submarine "Nautilus."
On this date:
In 1846, ether was used for the first
time as an anesthetic by a Boston dentist.
In 1938, Germany, Britain and
France agreed to Nazi Germany's annexation of Czechoslovakia's
Sudetenland.
In 1946, an international military
tribunal found 22 top German Nazi
leaders guilty of war crimes and
sentenced 11 of them to death.
Ten years ago, President Richard
Nixon became the first American president to visit communist Yugoslavia.
One year ago, Cuban President Fidel
Castro called U.S. concern over Soviet
troops in Cuba a ''comedy." But he said
he'd have no objection to meeting with
President Carter to discuss the issue.
Today's birthdays: Writer Truman
Capote is 56 years old. Singer Johnny
Mathis is 45. White House news
secretaKy Jody Powell is 37.
,Thodght for today: Advice is like
snow. The softer it falls, the deeper it
sinks into the mind — Samuel Coleridge, English writer (1779-vii,i.
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All Begins To Use His
Psyche Tactics For Title
Fight Against Holmes
\n. \ 1\(.1

RIF GARDNER

KEN GOWDY
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OVC Names Jones
Offensive Player, Two
To Top Defensive Honor
NASHVILLE,Tenn. AP)— ference Defensive Players of
A Western Kentucky running the Week.
Gary Carmichael of
back has been named the Ohio
Valley Conference Offensive Morehead State and Brett
Player of the Week because of Williams of Austin Peay were
his performance in the Hilltop- named Monday as Copers' 20-14 win over Austin Defensive Players by the OVC
Peay.
,Commissioner's office in
Nate Jones, a senior from Nashville.
Madisonville,* Ky., earned
Carmichael, a senior from
OVC Offensive Player honors, Staten Island, New York,turnannounced Monday, by gain- ed in 14 tackles, one assist, two
ing 183 yards in 25 carries to, tackles for a loss and a fumble
help carry Western Kentucky recovery in Morehead State's
to its fourth win without a loss. 17-10 win over,Tennessee
Jones, a tailback, has col, Tech.
lected 391 rushing yards on the
Williams, a senior from
year, averaging 97.8 yards per Memphis, contributed nine
game. That makes him No. 8 tackles, one assist, two blockin total offense among all OVC ed passes and five tackles for
players thus far this season.
losses ins stellar but losing efA pair of linebackers share fort against Western Kenthe honors as Ohio Valley Con- tucky,

By WILL GRUNSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
Muhammad gets a fanatical,
far-away look in his eye when
Ile talks about Thursday's
fight with the unbeaten WBC
heavyweight
titleholder,
Larry Holmes.
"I see faces of white people,
100 years of slavery, all the
downtrodden people of - the
world," he bellows. "Holmes
- - he's fighting for his house,
his swimming pool, his little
girl.
"Me? I'm fighting to change
history. If Asia, Africa, the
black people in America had
to pick one man to be their
leader, it would be me.
"When I go into the ring
with Holmes, the whole world
will be crYing. They will be
-praying-in Libya, Afghanistan
and South Africa. This is a Holy War."
The world has been listening
to this kind of bombast and
religious fervor from the lips
of the old fighting machine for'
two decades and greeting it
with mixed emotions.
To some, it is sheer buffoonery, a long-playing record

infercace season has begunfor.
Another
Mike Gottfried knows his
Murray State. arid
team should be co i itent with a win t) any margin after
Saturday 's opening 19-:i hattleoit Tennessee Tech.
The first half i•f the '0'.:14,1 is the prime Wile for pro• bably 75 percent if the 171a!,r upsets: consider the plight
,
4—of •'pt 4i i)kOttoit, 10
11'122 ulthlt_thud 31-14, to Stanford Saturday afternoon. and !Lice pi for Auburn, which
felt the wrath f Tennessee in a 425) Larne 'that was nevtir
close.
In the _MC. it w T-in. esee Tech's jovial, loquacious
_wait Dun Wade w V hAKiejjared his team to a peak.
lth the number one ranked
After gatrit;
Division I \A train tor :cur quarters, Wade was in awe of
the MSC defense that had allow ed his team a total of only
21 yards. But ht also could not have been happier With the
Tech defensive effi•rt hat repeatedly ho arted an improving Racer offense.
It's an offense that is still in a state of flux, but onethat
has a better concept each week of what it needs to give the
bard-work iny defense :I little padding
Each week. the offense has stayed on the field a little
longer, and fOr the first time this season, ran mike plays
than the opponent w hen it had possession 70. timeS to
Due to popular demand, the posed solely of ladies.
Tech's 51.
Murray State University
No team can win more than
-I want our offense ti be very tiglti_ressive and consisHome`coming golf tournament one a,ard, and in case of ties
tent," Gottfried said about the influence the defense has
the
at
17
Oct.
Murray,
Country
— since most of the players
had on his offensive strategy-. "We can only improve.
Club again will be a four- will have left the course — the
--We are going te hrini, out the best in everybody. I hope
member team scramble winners will be determined by
we would improi e 'that is the sign of a good team. A
event.
matching scorecards on a
LouisviPt• writer said he sensed the togetherness on our
M. C. Garrott, director of in- hole-to-hole basis, starting
team.''
formation and public services with hole No. 1. •
From ii coach 'tc :It) W:',., forced to gamble with his offense
at the university and the tourduring his first ear at Murita qate, Gottfriedlias gone
In the net play competition,
nament chairman, said an
. to relying or tailback Nick Nance, quarterback Gino
an average of the individual
unusually large number of re- handicaps' -of---the foursome
Gins—nit his intliiiii l's tn 1x,cp the ball mostly-on- thequests have been received
ground while keep,c it a grip • in the fi'oh hall.
members will, determine the
from participants in - last team's handicap. This will be
Gottf i.0 can take ementntore assmani•ii in a defense
year's
tournament
that
asking
was
it
when
turnaver
the-critical
weedfi
-e-again,
that
deducted from the team's
the team scramble format be gross score, and the team with
the i ost desperately, needed. In each of the four games
repeated.
a
made
has
opponent
NISI:
etrt,
by art
pla ted so far, a turn,
the lowest score wins.
crucial_diffe.rence_i_ .
.
• • Last year's tournament was
Although there will be a
It is only the tendency 0T-the-offense to stop itself that
won by Steve Hamrick of Bencompetition for teams made
has Gottfrie_d_and lus staff_slight&tig,fjkldled for now.
ton, Rick Hatfield 'of Marion up only .1 ladies, the
ladies
,But with Lindsey Hudspeth returning to the backfield
and Gary Sullivan and Tom- are
welcome to be included in
fulltune to give Nanct some rest and to add some outside
my Fike of Murray with a 12- the other
competitions if they
speed to that snown by Gibbs, btighte( days should lie
under-par 60. A field of 139 so desire.
ahead. FOr once those opeiy-s are in the past, the strong . golfers participated.
A number of othek awards
usually get stronger and the stingy get stingier.
this year will be will be given. There will be thei_
Awards
"He
said.
Gottfried
us,"
for
threat
good
a
-Lindsey is
given for the lowest three traditional putting contest for
can catch the ball and he can make the big play for us."
scores posted, for the lowest the players before they begin
Nance, who was named by the Racer Club as the offennet score arid the loWest three their scramble play. There'
sive player of the week after carrying the ball 31 times for
scores posted by teams corn- will be,another closest-to-the120 yards. was on ,crutches yesterday after the pounding
he had taken at Tech.
But Gottfried expects Nance to he back for Morehead
State this week, along with defensive guard Mike Watson.
Gottfried called Watson a big, strong defensive player
who can practically clog up the middle while the rest of his
.
quick players are free to roani with abandon.
The other defensive guard. Jeff Gardner, was named
the defensive player of the week for his six tackles and .
five assists.
Gottfried called Chi job Gardner had been doing, during
Watson's curtailed playing time,remarkable.
Gottfried also praised Paul tittles, t'ho stepped in when
Watson's original replacenient Larry Maze heft the team
for personal reasons last week.
linebacker Mark Simmons, who missed the Tech
Also
. • ...
game with a bruised i alf, should be back this week to add'
some strength to the middle of the defense.
Wide Leceiver,and kick,off returner Charles Ponder suffered a shoulder separation Saturday and is expected to
-be out from two-to- i I iree weeks.
A new honor was added to the offensive and defensive
selections eocli -seek. This week, Gottfried named Ken
Gowdy as the player of the week for the special teams. •
Gottfried said Gowily has typified the character of his
team with his unst:Ifish play each week.
MSU senior safely Terry Love, whose experience and
influence returned with his presence for about 25 plays
against Tett.'has been named'to the'East squad for the
Shrine All-Star game January 10 at the 86,000-seat Stan.
ford University stadium in Stanford, California.
Coaches named for the East are Wayne Hardin of Tern.
pie, Dan Devine of Notre Dame and Johnny'Majors of
Tennessee.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

that seems to have no end. It
represents, they contend, the
spoutings of a con man and,to
them, it is jaded and boring
rhetoric.
But to millions of Ali worshipers, it is sheer gospel. Ali
yells, Ali fights and the roar
goes on until it reaches a
crescendo: "Ali, Ali, Ali!"
Should the great Ali beat
Holmes in this one of many
comebacks — and odds favoring the champion have
tightened to 3-2 in this gaming
capital — it will not be
because at 38 he is a better
fighter than his 30-year-old opponent. Instead. Holmes
might well fall victim to the
strange Ali mystique.
Ali has a way of hypnotizing
his opponents — powerful men
such as Sonny Liston and
George Foreman have frozen
under his seemingly occult
power — just as he hypnotizes
himself.
- "There's a man who talks to
football teams and other
athletes," Ali says. "He says
to them,'You'll have strength,
you'll have speed, you'll have
coordination.-You can't lose.'

They call it a 'psych job.'
."I have to laugh. I have
been doing that to myself for
years."
If anything i obvious on the
near-eve of thi highly touted
title fight, it isi that Muhammad Ali — l the words of
is hoist by his
Shakespear
own petard.U.. -•"Allah is with me," he contends, "Not that he's not with
everybody but he has a purpose for every individual. He
has chosen me to be a leader,
an example for all the small;
oppressed people of the
world."
Looking at the new Ali — 220
pounds, down from 254, poised
and confident — it's hard to
doubt his sincerity.
With Ali, it's difficult to
decide whether it's a charade
or unshakeable faith, but
doubt comes grudgingly to
those who recall his
unbelievable boasts in the past
and watched them come to
magical fruition.
"Holmes is psyched
already," Ali says of his
former sparring partner.
"He's always talking about
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me. He can't keep from thinking about me. He's stealing
my jokes and now trying to
steal my shuffle."
The old on again-off again
champion scoffs at the suggestion that return to the ring was
motivated by the need of
money and hunger for attention.
"Me coming back for
money? That's silly," he
storms. "Lot of people got
money. I got Rolls Royces,
mansions and farms. I don't
need money.
'Crowds? I can stop traffic
anywhere in the world. I sat
down with Brezhnev in
Moscow, met with Deng Xiao
Ping in his castle in China,
General Khadafy in Libya.
Madame Ghandi, in her
nightgown, was host to me in
India.
"I came back to whip a little
porkchop-eating black boy.
Imagine reigning supreme
four times. They will build a
museum to me, the greatest
black hero of all-time — bigger than Taman, bigger than
Spiderman, bigger than
Superman. I'm not an ordinary human. I'm me."
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MSU Homecoming Golf Format To Be A Scramble
pin contest on one of the 3-par
holes, a long-drive contest and
a prize for the graduate who
travels the greatest distance
to participate in the
Homecoming tournament. .
The entry fee is $10 per
player, and all proceeds from
the tournament, which in eight
years has become one of the
weekend's most popular

events, will go to the Racer
golf team to help with its tournament and travel expenses.

club's contribution to the
team's expense fund.
Play will begin at 9 a.m.
with foursomes scheduled for
teeoff at 10-minute intervals
through 2:30 p.m., making up
afield of 132 players.
Players wishing to participate are urged to form
their own foursomes and request a teeoff time as soon as

The Murray Country Club
directors recently voted to
waive the collection of any
green fees from the
Homecoming tournament participants, askipg that these
receipts be considered as the

?le

try
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Soccer League Begins
In the opening week tor the
Murray-Calloway County Soccer League,three games were
played in the lower division
and two were plard in the upper division.
In the lower division
grades 2-4), the Cosmos shut
out the Fitry, 2-0, on goals by
James Payne and - Craig
Schwettmad while the Sting
rolled over the Kicks, 5-1, and
the Chiefs edged the Aztecs, !O.
-imalLirl", Car44ts,on.itta‘t tit
goals and an assist-for the
Sting, who got more scoring
from Brad Schroeder and
Mike Fulton, who each had a

goal and an assist. Jonathan
Burkeen had an assist.
James Yeary had the Kicks'
only goal.
The Chiefs received their
only score on an unassisted
goal from Kent Dodd.
In the upper division, the
Aztecs and the Rowdies battled to a 0-0 tie as goalies Ben
Yoo for- the Aztecs and Mike
am fyir the Rowdies did
Butwiell
winy scoring.
not
In the other game, the
Cosmos rolled past the Sting,
Rick, I ;17'can harLa _goal
and three • assists, -WW1 --Grogan a goal and an assist,'
and Jim Alsop and Ward Simmons a goal apiece.

r

HUMMINBIRD TECHSONIC

DEPTH FINDER
HBT 60

LANTERN

60 FT. MODEL HIGH SPEED

BATTERY NOT INCLUDED

$9000
N

SPECIAL

LIMIT 1

SKI1AR MS

With Ventilated Rib Barrel
Fast and smooth are the basics of this fine Pump. Comes
standard with a Vent Rib, Recoil Pod, and 3" Magnum chamber. Unique bolt release made to give right or left hand
shooters easy access.
MODIFIED VENT
RIB BARREL
12 Or 20 Ga.

SPECIAL

1174°°
WAMBLI
ALUMINUM
ARROWS
29-30-31
Pack of 3
SPECIAL

0
• " * * MAIN EVENT * * *

$344

• CWA Wqrld Heavyweight Title Match
TOMMY RICH —:VS— BILLY ROBINSON

Reg. 4.99

BILL DUNDEE —VS— GYPSY JOE
**

•
is

Tojo Yamamoto —VS— Dr. Bill Irwin.

B.
As:

WARM-UP SALE
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RAYOVAC
SPECIA9 9LIMIT 1

PRE SEASON
DOWN SALE

MODEL 7300 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUNS

Sponsored By: Murray High School Booster Club
Ticket Prices: SA-Advance ond SS-At The Door
Tickets On Sale At: Bonk of Murray, Peoples Bank,
Dennison 8. Hunt Sporting Goods & at High School office

SOUTHERN TAG TEAM TITLE MATCH
TOMMY & EDDIE GILBERT
—VS2 As THE AVIGEL •
:
01611"

the L
run r
ed Ch
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New
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Prices Good
Sept. 29
Thru Oct. 6

SPORTING GOODS

Thursday, Oct. 2nd-8:00 P.M.
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL GYM

*

possible by contacting Garrott's office at the university.
The telephone number is (502)
762-2798.
Teeoff times will be assigned on a first-come-first-served
basis, Garrott said. Golf carts,
at $8 per 18 holes, also are
available and if desired should
be requested at the same time,
he said.

Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center
Murray

Look!
It's Coming

October 15
Murray Supply
The Complete
Rental Store!

Tri
bade

All Down Filled Clothing

25%
WASP
BROADHEADS
CAM-LOK

/'

Wasp heads strike with deadly results. Unlike ordinary
heads, the rugged solid steel tip will not mushroom, be
deflected, or break when it contacts bone. All heads feature
super sharp, replaceable razor blades which convert the
Wasp from a broadhead to a field point and bock again. You
practice with the same arrows-you use for hunting.
Pock of..6

Entire

3 Blade

4 Blade
.

...SOnde

Over 200 Prs.
St

$888
Reg. 11.99

Reg. 12.99

$988

•
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Orioles Still Swinging Away
By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON I API
Time is
running out, but Manager
Earl Wea%er and his
Baltimore Orioles are still swinging away like true champs.
"The lid remains ajar,"
Weaver said Monday night
after the Orioles kept their
American League East bile
hopes alive with a 5-2, 4-3
doubleheader sweep of the
Boston Red Sox.

AL Roundup
"We're not out of it — we're
not-quitters," said slugger Eddie Murray who became only
the fifth switch-hitter in major
league history to crack 30
homers in a season in deciding
the nightcap.
Weaver continued to try to
psyche the New York
Yankees, whose division lead
was trimmed to 3'2-games
while idle.

"They can't close It tomorrow," the Baltimore manager
said. "People would forget the
1964 Phillies forever if we won
it."
Weaver was thinking of
Philadelphia's collapse 16
years ago, when the Phillies
blew a six-game lead with just
12 to play.
However, with just five
games to play, one fewer than
the Yankees, the Orioles are
four behind in the vital loss
column. New York's magic
number is three, meaning any
conibination of Yankee victories and Oriole defeats will
bury Baltimore's 1979 league
champs.
With the doubleheader
sweep of the Red Sox, the
Orioles
boosted
their
September record to 20-9.
Since moving to within onehalf game of New York on
Aug. 27, they have won 22 of 33
games. The Yankees, though,
have gone 24-7 in the same
stretch.

Trillo Provides Phillies' Heroics
By BARRY WILNER
Expos 5, Cardinals 2
AP Sports Writer
"When it went out, it was
In the late stages of a pen- like a dream," said Tamargo,
nant race, you'll take your who hit his first homer of the
heroics from anybody. Mon; season, a line drive shot to
treal's anybody Monday nigKt ' right. "I love this. Every guy
was seldoni-used catcher John on this team is picking up
Tamargo while Philadelphia's ,everybody else."
savior was stellar-SeCond
"He really stung it," said
baseman Manny Trillo.
Manager Dick Williams. "I'd
Tamargo pinch-hit a three- have to say it probably surrun homer with two out in the prised him as much as us."
ninth inning to boast the Expos
Bill Lee turned in a strong
to a 5-2 victory over St. Louis pitching effort for the Expos,
and keep first-place Montreal surrendering only seven hits
one-half-game ahead of the in eight innings.
Phillies in the National
-Lee was fantastic," said
League East.
Williams. "He did a super job
Trillo slashed a bases/ .,vintage Bill Lee."
"If I'm healthy, I can keep
loaded single in the bottom of
the ball down and throw
strikes," said Lee "I can do
the job."
Phillies 6,Cubs 5
The Cubs jumped to a 5-3
lea,* in the top of the 15th on
the 15thinning to cap a three- Scot Thompson's sacrifice fly
run rally as Philadelphia edg- and and RBI-double by Carlos
ed Chicago 6-5.
Lezcano. But it wasn't enough.
In the only other NL game
A walk to Lonnie Smith
New York took 10 innings to began the 15th off reliever
beat Pittsburgh 5-4.
Doug Capilla. Pete Rose also

NL Roundup

walked and both runners advanced on a wild pitch. Bake
McBride grounded to second,
Smith scoring and Rose moving to third.
Dennis Lamp replaced
Capilla and Mike Schmidt popped out. But Garry Maddox
singled to center,scoring Rose
with the tying run. Keith
Moreland and Larry Bowa
walked and Trillo drilled his
single.
"It came at a time when we
really needed it," said
Manager Dallas Green.
"That's having our backs
against the wall."
"I was looking for a fast ball
and that's just what I got,"
said Trillo. "We've got to be
close to Montreal."
At least until the two teams
meet this weekend for a
season-ending three-game
series in Montreal.
Mets 5, Pirates 4
Joel Youngblood belted a
tworun homer with two out in
the 10th to rally the Mets
before the smallest crowd in
Shea Stadium history, 1,787.

Upsets Jolt Prep Rankings
By CHARLES WO1 E
Associated Press Wrlber
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Two notable upsets —
Louisville St. Xavier's 21-14
victory over Louisville Trinity
and Christian County's 28-6
conquest of Bowling Green —
jolted ratings in both 4-A
classes in this week's
Associated Press high school
football poll.
St. Xavier, 4-1, joined the
Jefferson County 4-A elite as
the third-ranked team this
week behind Bishop David and
defending state champion
Butler.
Trinity, suffering its first
loss in five games, toppled to
No. 5 after five weeks at No. 1.
Bowling Green, second last
week, also exited the ratings,

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Right-hander Dennis Martinez, plagued by anrn trouble
earlier in the season, allowed
only five hits, including a
ninth inning leadoff homer by
Jim Rice, in boosting his
record 106-4 in the first game.
In the nightcap, Murray
rallied Baltimore from a 3-2
deficit with an opposite field
homer into the screen after a
one-out triple by Ken
Singleton in the sixth. With his
30th homer, Murray joined
Singleton, Mickey Mantle,
Reggie Smith and Rip Collins
Pv the only switchhitters to
Aiktithat plateau.
Ste. Stone became the first
25-game winner in Baltimore
history, thanks to Sammy
Stewart's one-hit, three-inning
relief effort.
lp the first game, Doug
nces and Rick Dempsey
riled homers into the leftfield screen on successive pitches from Dick Drago with
two out in the fourth, leading.
Martinez to victory.

making room ,for Christian State 4-A after blasting
County,6-0, at No.5.
.. . - Hopkinsville 33-0. Madison
Through no fault of their Central, 6-0, improved to seown, two other teams dropped cond after trouncing Oldham
out this week.
County 35-0. Lexington Tates
Louisville Moor,5-0, down- Creek, 5-0, shelled crosstown
ed Doss 21-7, but lost the No. 5 rival Lafayette 24-7 and movranking it held last week. In ed up to third. Laurel County
Class A, Harlan, 4-1, defeated rose to fourth at 6-0 after nippEvarts 26-13, but was replaced ing Clark County 10-8.
Franklin-Simpson,
as the No.Steam by Berea.
5-0,
Bishop David, 5-0, gained all received 10 of 12 votes in 3-A
eight first-place votes to lead after romping past Ohio CounJefferson County 9-A after ty 21-3.
All 2-A teams held their
shading DeSales 13-0.
Butler, 5-0, gained ground to ground, with top-ranked
No. 2 by ripping Stuart 34-6. Mayfield, 5-0, netting nine
Fairdale, 5-0, remained fourth votes after whipping
Owensboro Catholic 54-20.
after shutting out Valley 27-0.
Paintsville, 5-1, barely reElsewhere, the top-ranked
tained its No. 1 ranking in
Anis held their ground.
Class A, collecting five votes
Paducah Tilghman, 4-0, was after a 20-13 victory over
a unanimous No. 1 choice in Raceland.

PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE

NOW!

Major Leagues At A Glance
A6l12UtAhl LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Het GB
New Met
SY 57
635
96 61
611
34..
Bagela 22
.532 66
Mihvaultee
al 75
525 17
Detng
81 75
519 III
Cleveland
77 25
667 111-s
Toronto
64 92
410 35
WE-Yr
xgansaa thy
02 64
BM
Outland
Si 77
510 121
,
Minneseta
74 a2
474 18
Tea.
73 13
4163 la
(Isom,
66 88
429 21
Caldorwei
419 364
65 90
Seattle.
59 47
378 33
se:Wailed diveaun title
Pgargay's Games
aiittmere 54, Huston 2-3
Detrot 8, Turista 2
C.alifornia 6, Milwaukee 2
Only game. scheduled
Theeday's Gems
Baltimure (Flatuwan 1543, at Satan
'Rego 9.8), (0)
Debut (Wilcox 1111, A Toronto Todd
44),(n)
New York (Tont 84) A (ieveland

1.121I76671O04, Ky. (AP) — Here are
the five topranked teams in eat el11.95 of
Kentucky lugh stool football, with fireplace vote. us parenthasts, reorOu and
total points
Jefferson Co 4A
I. Ion Bohup iJovtd 81 5-0
80
2. Lou Buller 5.0
62
3. lei St. Xavier 4-1
36
4. lou Faunae SO
86
lou 'Misty 4-1
21
Stale 1A
1. Pad Thaaanan (121 4-0
120
2. Madison Central 60
94
3 Lex Tate.(reek 5;0
as
4. towel Co 60
36
5. Christian Co 60
32
Sete SA
1 - rraikTaisSkispion (10) SO
114
2. Fl lion Highhinds (2) 543
96
3. Woodford Co SO
68
4. Newport 6.0
42
5. 1211,011 CO 4-1
86
6648. 25
1. Maylleld (9) 5-0
112
2 Ft Campbell 11) 5-0
62
3. Bardstown )2) 5.0
54
Glasgow 4-1
42
5. Pikeville 5-1
24
Owe A
1 Paintsville (5) 5-1
92
Madison (1) 44
es
3. Owen Co (31 40
as
4.U,nrsberlausl't) 643
52
5. Beres 6.0
A

Classes Start Oct.6
For More Information
Call Or Stop By

Murray Area Vocational Center
753-1870 -

Moadey's Games
San Francon° at Atlanta, canceled.
nun
New Vora 5, Pittsburgh 1. 10 n0004,
Montreal 5, SI I nuts 2
Plehidelphia 6,(Iowa, 5, 15 uirunga
Only 11,2111ES rheelulnvi
Tuesdey's Genies
Pittsburgh (Hainaut 6-14) at New York
(Falame 641
SI. laws ,Eorn.4, 11-9) at Montreal
(Gullets.. 90), ) fl)
Clew° (9,1eGlogen 1143, A ('hiladelphia ,Ruttivei 1610), ins
San Diego )(Iets 94) at Chairman
( Pnce 64), In)
Atlanta tAlexander 144, at licuston
(Ryan 10-91, in ,
las Angeles 'Brian 17.6, at San Fauna:ism )Grdfin 44,, in,
'C
Wednesday's Games
Nista,* at New York
St Louis at M)ntreal, (n
Chicago at Philadelphia. 10)
San Diego at (Inannatt (n)
Atlanta at Houston, In,
len Angeles at Sim (
,ratictwo, In)

Top Twenty
By The Associated Pine
The Top Twenty teams in The Assn,
ated Pros college foo(iell poll, with first
place votes in parentheses season's
records and total points Pants based on
20-19-18-17-1615,14-111311-10-967.6-54-3 -2-

1 Alabien.s )36,
200io State (M)
3Netraska (7)
4,88,. California
5 Texas
6.fattsburgh
7Notre Dame
8.Geonto
9.Misaoun
10North Carolina
11 UCIA
12.0klabona
PA
13.aliam, Fla
50
14Arlransas
93
1551anford
85
16.81orida State
76
(
17 Penn State
108
18Srath Chmlina
19alorga
67
2013aylor
64
90
75

NFL Standings
By The Amadei:4 Press
Amerkwo Conference
East
W L T Pet. PF
Buffalo
4 (I 0 1.000 98
New England
3 1 0 750 115
Miami
31075065
Baltunore
2 2 0 .500 85
N Y Jets
0 4 0 .030 72
Central
Pittaburyth
3 1 0 750 117
Hagan
3 1 0 750 67
Cleveland
2 2 0 .50D 78
Oncumaii
1 3 0 250 68
West
San Diego
4 0 0 1.00) na
Oaldand
2 2 0 .500 82
Seattle'
2 2 0 .500 75
Denver
1 3 0 150 71
Kansas City
0 4 0 as 50
National Conference

57
19
PC
100
88

340
340
100
lop
3.450
100
240
440
10.0
100
340
10.0
4-00
11.0
3.1-0
3-1-0
2,1.0
3-1.0
3410
340

STItIKE011TS Barker, Cleveland,
(811; it.tglarna. Oakland, 171. Guidry
New Tort, 159, F Bannister, Seats'
154; !sword, Kansas City 148

Sports In Brief
•

By The Aweetwed Press
Austin downed Ares Hannckaion 5'216-21 and
BASEBALL
I ourthrseeded Diane Frorrunholtz of
NEW YORK , AP, Caeca Gamer Of Ow
Auetraben defeated (Instant Julanigat
lgarniukee Brown, sass reined Amato) 6-3 in tin hot nand at Or LS Induur
league Player 129w Week while Rat Clunp W omen's Tenn dee pioratien
ii the Marta Braves, copped tie same
E1151148.1*-.' Netherlausis Al',1
- Vigor
lerigin the Nearing league
Peen of Paragan defeatel 14abe Dike 4.
Capper boned 478 chaang the persd. 4, 46,6.) ii, Or away,/ match ,1 the Roxy
cracked three tamers, treated a, wven Intenswag tetra I °erne:rent
nay and aortal seven
tIe %agorae uf Rootea, defeated Tail
Comp recorded sams in all thee omen (Acker uf the Netherlands.
1-5, 34, 6-1 at
appeanad in last week, brueong his total
another match.
appearance mart to 75,•dub retard He pitNEW YORK 1AP)
Fivetinie
chat seven wings without allowing any
Wimbleaun c(awasun Byrn Borg has been
runs, hits or walks
voted the
athlete of the decode by a
TENNIS
nationwide panel of spurts writers.
BLOOMINGTON. Men (API — Tracy

Iwo-so

Bowling
Standings

Bowling
Standings

Maga In Women's
Bowling League
9-23,90

Howling League

Team
Team
W
Peoples Bank
Thurman Furniture
12
15
Murray no
People's Bank
11
13
Thurman Furniture
Murray Insurance
9
12
Wilson Clean Up
Wilson Clean-Up
9
8
Bank of Murray
Bank of Murray
6
8
Speedway Truckwash
Fireball 5
6
4
Paradise Kennels
Paradise Kennels
5
5
Fireball 5
Speedway Truckwash
...
3
5
Dennison Hunt .
Dennison Hunt
1
4
1
Wornen of[bedews,
.
HIGH TEADLGAME(SC)
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC
Pebples Bank
People's Bank
iS
Dennison Hunt
797 Peoples Bank
Thurman Furniture
Peoples Bank
774
HIGH TEAM GAME(HC
HIGH TEAM GAME(NC)
People's Bank
1018 Fireball 5
Speedway
Thurman Furniture
1006
Women of the Mouse
Thurman Furniture
1001
HIGH TEAM SERIES I SC)
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
Thurman Furtuture
2292 Peoples Bank
Murray Insurance
People's Bank
2196
Dennison Hunt
2176 Dennison Hunt
HIGH TEAM SERIES(HC)
HIGH TEAM SERIFS MCI
Thurman Furniture
2998 Speedway
People's Bank
2805 Ft.eball 5
Denmon Hunt
2770 Murray Insurance
HIGH IND. GAME(SC)
HIGH IND. GAME(SC)
Lois Smith
Barbara Hendon
181
Mel Wilson
Sondra Rice
•
181
Pat Hesselrode
180 Barbara Quaky
HIGH IND.GAME(MC)
HIGH(ND.GAME(HC)
Billie Hall
234 Mel Wilson
Barbara Snyder
224 Lois Smith
Betty Hopkins
223 Pat Winchester
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
Pat Hesselrode
511 Lois Snuth
Marge Hannan
510 Carolyn Pyle
Sondra Rice
500 Mel Wilson
HIGH IND.SERIES(HC)
HIGH IND.SERIES )BC)
Carol Haswell
639 Lois Smith
Patty Harris
625 Carolyn Pyle
Barbara Hendon
.
619 Barbara Cauley
HIGH AVERAGES
HIGH AVERAGES
Marge Hinman
169 ,lots Smith
Lois Smith .
167 Marge Hinman..
Barbara Hendon
164 Barbara Hendon .
Pat Hesselrode
163 Pat Hesselrode
Sondra Rice160 Sondra Rice
Mary Burros
158 Ruth Harnson
Ruth Harrison
157 Mel Wilson
Mel Wilson
151 Mary- Harris
Ethelene MetalIon
150 Carolyn Pyle
Patty Harris
150 Ethelene Mr-Callon

I
3
4
7
8
10
11
11
12
759
748
742
1026
1021
.991
2219
2143
2073
2961
2916
2842
220
219
186
2.58
246
236
603
510
495
6112
654
64;
175
165
163
162
159
155
154

02
149
148

11.
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CHECK THESE FREEZER SPECIALS

•
0

,

•

Full

Beef Loin

lb.$1 99

35.55 Lb. Avg

Choice (Special Cut)

$289 •

Rib Eye Steak

Lb.

VLF

100% Pure

Ground Beof

152

Lb.$

3/5 Lb. Fine For Barbecue

Pork Ribs

Lb.$1

Frosty Acres

Baby Limas

20 lb. box

9

$1639

•
•
0

Frosty Acres

Butter Peas

•
•
•

20 1.13. Box

$1329 0
•
•
•4:

2251.13..3251.13.

•
•

•
•

Sides Of Choice Beef $ 35
Guaranteed Tender
I

•
•
•

•

•

Per Lb

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping An. Freezing

•
1$

GIBSON HAM CO.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
0

116 NORTIOTH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

331. McGreigur, Baltimore. 164, 704,
302, M Norns. Oakland, 214, He,5.52;
Lupo, Detroit, 134, 664, 3.34. Gore,
Kansas City, 16-6,882,2.19

Let Gibson's Fill
Your Freezer Now

3 1
750 118 40
3 1
750 93 68
1 3
.250 87 99
1 3
.250 72 1.7.1
1 3
250 17 76
Central
Detroit
1 0
I OCO 117 41
Minnesota
2 2
500 72 106
Tampa Bay
2 2
500 71 83
Green Bay
1 3
MO 47 114
(Bingo
1 3
250 47 El
Wes
San Fran---a 3 1
766 IN 91
'—.sgeies
2 2
500 108 79
Manta
2 2
550702
New °eggs
0 I
COO 68 104
Saredria Gages
P12210wath 38. Oscago 3
Cleveland 34. Taupe Bay Z7
Dallas 86, Green Bay 7
Wanton 12 Onannab 10
Cm Angeles 28, New York (Santa 7
Deng 27, Minnesota 7
Miami 21, New Orleans 16
Buffalo 24, Oakland 7
Wens 24, Philadelphia 14
Atlanta 20. San Francon, 17
Baltimore 35, New York Jets 21
San Diego 24, Kansas CIty 7
Seattle 14, Wasturigton 0
Meadisy's Gem
New England 21, Denver 14
Skaaday, Oct 5
Baltimore at MI111111
°oilman at Green Hoy
Denver at Cleveland
Detrart at Atlanta
New thgland m New York Jets
Pittsbergh at Minnelota
St lee at New Orleans
Seattle at Wanton
Washington at Philadelphia
Buffalo at San Diego
Kansas (Its at Oakland
New York Giants at Dallas
San Francon at Ins Angelo
Meekly, Oct. 6
Tampa Bay at Chicago. rn,

The new—and very reliableA B Dick 990 plain paper cop
ler compares to equipment cost
ing 50% more
The 990 has all St the most
wanted features of machines
costing 513% more—including
the versatility to make Ira 17'
copies. copy On both sides of
paper and use Most any kind
of paper including overhead
transparencies and labels

1254

1,245
1.181
1,061
1,004
992
895
864
756
649
615
489
399
360
342
Sat
294
289
151
123

By The Aseabeted Press
NATIONAL Lk.AG1
BATI IN). 431, at tots , 1 etriplemn,
St lams 325 K Herne.(del, St Louis,
321, Buckner ( la, ago 322. Leffeno.
Housto, . Da Sunman. St Lows, 3011,
RUNS K Hernandez, SI Lows, 108,
Schmidt. Philadelphia 99, Murphy.
Atlanta. 95. LeFlore, Montreal, 93.
Dawson, Montreal, at, Collins, Carlo
nal( 91
11BI Schmidt, Philadelphia, 114; Hendrick, St.lows, 109, Garvey, ion
Angeles, 101; Carter. Montreal, 99. Son- is
mons,
K Her ndez,
St Lows.98
--HITS: -Garvey, Les Angeres, 1190,Hectsords, San Diego, 190, K Hertel
St Lows, 186, J Cruz. Houston, 179,
Buckner, Clucago, 178
DOUBLES Rose, Philadelphia, 42,
Buckner, Chicago, 40, Dawson, Montreal, 39. K.Hernandez. St Lows, 38;
Knight, Cincinnati, 37
THJPLE.S - 0 Moreno, Pittsburgh. 13,
R.ScoU, Montreal, 12; Lealure, Montreal, ii, McBride, Phaadelptua, 10,
Gnffey. Cincinnati, 10
HOME RUNS Schmidt, Philadelphia,
44, Horner. Atlanta, 35, Murphy, Atlanta, 31; Baker, Los Angeles, 29. Carter.
Montreal,29.
STOLEN BASES LeFlore, Montreal,
94. O.Moreno, Pittsburgh, 94, Collins,
Cincinnati, 75, ((Scott, Montreal, 62,
Richards,San Diego, 59.
PITCHING (16 Decisions) Bibby.
Pittsburgh, 166, .750, 3.24; Reuss, Loa
Angeles, 17-6, .739, 2.56; Sutton, Los
Angeles, 115. .722, 2.21; Carlton,
Philadelphia, 23-9, .719, 2.41, Pastore,
Cincinnati, 12-7, .632, 3.33; Houton, los
Angeles. 13-8, 619, 367; Sanderson,
Montreal, 16-10, .615, 3.13. Ruthven,
Philadelphia, 16-10, 615,3.68.
STRIKEOUTS. Carlton, Philadelplua,
276; Ryan,-Houston, 183, Soto, Cincinnati, 175; Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 168;
P Niekro, Atlanta, 166.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING )430 at bats), G.Brett, Kansas City, .385; Cooper, Milwaukee, .358.
Dilone, Cleveland, .340; Rivers, Texas,
.332; Carew,Califorma,.331.
RUNS: Wilson, Kansas City, 125,
+-fount, Milwaukee, 119; Burnbry,
Baltimore, 113, Henderson, Oakland,
107, Trammell, Detroit, 102.
RBI Cooper, Milwaukee, 120; Ogilvie,
Milwaukee, 113; Oliver, Texas, 113;
G Brett, Kansas City, III; Murray,
Baltimore, 109.
HITS Wilson, Kansas City, 220;
Cooper, Milwaukee, 216; Rivers, Texas,
205; Oliver, Texas, 203; Bumbry,
Baltunore, 196.
DOUBLE'S: Yount, Milwaukee, 47;
Oliver, Texas, 42; Morrison, Chicago.
40; McRae, Kansas City, 37; Murray.
Baltimore, 35.
TRIPLES, Griffin, Toronto, IS,
Wilson, Kansas Oty, 14, Washington,
Kansas City, 11; Landreaux, Minnesota,
It, Yount. Milwaukee. to
HOME RUNS, Gahm. Milwaukee,
38; Thomas, . Milwaukee, 38; Re.
Jackson, New York, 37; Armas,
Oakland. 15: Murray, Baltimore. 30.
STOLEN
BASES
Henderson.
Oakland, 93; Wason, Karsas City, 74;
Dilone, Cleveland, 61; Bumbry,
Baltimore,44;-J.Cruz,Seattle, 43.
PITCHING )16 Decisions). Stone.
Baltimore, 25-7, .781, 3.29; Darwin, Texas, 124,.750, 2.75, R:May, New York, 145, .737, 2 46; John, New York. 22-9, .710,
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Why pay 500/0
more for a
copier than
you need to!
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107 N. 3rd St.

Hours:

7:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri.
7:00-12:00 Sat.

Phone 753-1601 •
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Choices One Strength
Of Home Furnishings
Orientals are said to be the
most popular type of area rug
They come in hundreds of patterns, sty les arid colors and fit
well into modern and period as
well as formal arid informal
rooms. An added advantage is
that Orientals tend to appreciate in value. This as especially true of fine-quality, imported,
rugs, but even domestic versions of the great patterns have
been known to increase in value over the years.. Imported
Oriental area rugs are coming
to the United States from
China, India, Pakistan, Iran
and other Far Eastern countries as well as from Belgium
and England.
Dhurrie rugs were handmade
in India, while kilims originated in Asia Minor. But, today, these flat weave rugs can
come from other places as
well Both types come in a variety of patterns and colors and
work well in both contemporary
and country-style rooms.
Needlepoint rugs originated
in Portugal but come from Japan and Hong Kong also. An
advantage to needlepoint rugs
is that they are usually handmade and, therefore, can be
made to order with almost any
motif.
Folk rugs are examples of
folk art extended to rugs. Countries of origin for folk-art rugs
found in the United States include Poland, Romania, Mexico, Peru, Finland, Norway and
Denmark. American Indian
rugs also are part of the folk
art tradition.

By BARBARA MAYER
AP -Newsleatures
One of the strengths of the
.knierican home- furnishings
market is its ability to support
a variety of choices in each
product category
Nowhere is this variety more
evident than in area rugs The
types, patterns and textures of
area rugs are quite numerous
nowadays, encompassing all
the traditional rug forms and
enlarging on them with many
contemporary designs.
The modern design revolution
which enip-hasizes accessories
in decorating schemes is one
reason for the growth of choice
Another reason is that area
rugs solve so many decorating
problems. They are excellent
for a large room that needs
breaking up, a boring room
that wants perking up or a
room with good wood floors
Even if there is wall-to-wall
carpeting, an area rug may
still be useful in bringing vitality to a room. Designers often
use area rugs to define parts of
a large room and to serve as
traffic directors, such as when
the dining area is in part of the
living room. An area rug can
y isually correct a room's proportions Two area rugs, for example, can appear to shorten a
room that is too long..
Area rugs can provide
splashes of color on a neutral
flour If more than one such
rug in a room is used, it is not
necessary to use the same pattern Different kinds of rugs
that relate to one another in
color and feeling can be used
together without clashing.
The kind of area rug to
choose is largely a matter of
personal preference and budget Among the basic varieties to
be seen in floor-covering departments and specialty stores
are Orientals, dhurries and kiInns, needlepoint rugs, contemporary rugs, folk-art rugs and
.tir rugs

c aide works ot art to inexpensive, bright, abstrat t
prints in synthetic fibers
Among various contemporary
rugs that are popular are her.
bers, flokati rugs, and rya
rugs Berber is really a type of
heavy, natural wool which,
when made into a rug, is usually ridged and in a neutral tom.
Berbers are used mainly in
modern interiors, sometimes as
an area rug and sometimes as
wall-to-wall carpeting. Berbers
are expensive, since they are
wool, but the berber look is
now being imitated in synthetic, usually acrylic, fiber.

LIVING•DINING RN

Rya rugs from Scandinavia
are bright and colorful, usually
in abstract designs. And flokati
rugs from Greece are made of
shaggy sheep wool in neutral
colors like white, gray and
black.
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T:E rooms in
ECONOMY-S ZED AND"AFFORDAB::::7C
this house are modest in size and there is only one
All Chese types of rugs are
bathroom. The large front porch makes up for the
available in a wide range of
smallness of the living-dining area. Plan HAI 170R has
prices. Shop before buying at a
1,150 square feet. For more information write — enclosing
variety of floor-covering outlets
a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Jan
to get an idea of prices, tastes
Reiner. 1000-52nd St. North, St. Petersburg, Fla. 337 10.
and availability.
•
-,7,---

ON TH
nsome features the other houses
did not have. That's because
People who decide on a $100,000
house will usually look in a
neighborhood -where there are
dwellings in that price area, so
they are not likely to see your
house in the first place. Many

By ANDY LANG
AP Nensfeatures

Fur rugs were all the rage
about 10 years ago. Then their
popularity diminished. However, according to rug retailers, there are signs fur rugs
may be making a comeback.
Prices are high, roughly soilliar to what the fur might cost
in a coat made with the same
quantity of fur. •,

A frequently asked question
is whether remodeling a house
will prove to be a good investment.
The answer is: "Yes, most of
the time."
If, however, the primary purpose of remodeling is to make
money, then you are on the
wrong track unless you are in
Contemporary rugs run the
the business of remodeling old
gamut from expensive, customhouses and selling them at once
Quality wood windows
at a profit.
••
••
••
••
are like good roommates-A house should be remodeled
easy to live with.
so it looks better or provides
more comfort, either or both of
Modern units have a numwhich improve the quality of
ber of low-Maintenance
life. When the appearance of
so upkeep doesn't
benefits,
something is pleasing to the
intrude on a homeowner's
eye, it furnishes the onlooker
leisure. These time and
with an emotional lift. When it
is larger and works better, it
work-saving assets include:
fulfills a need.
• Availability of many
Sure, we all want to get back
wood units with an egterior
all or a part of the money we
that all but elimcladding
improvement.
spent for a home
Whether we do or not depends' inates the need for periodic
on what the improvement is,
painting. 1
what the housing market israt
ID-Availability of double the time we sell and, very impane insulating glass with
portant, whether we have overall styles, including large
improved the house for the type
windows such as bowt-i and
of neighborhood.
angle bays andstidinegtass
- A remodeled kitchen not only
patio doors which do not acadds to „the value of a house,
: --a- great asset at selling
buttcr
cept separate storm sash InWe carry a full line
tim . An improvement that
sulating gips§ ia_LWQ Pp-ties
of Delta Faucets — at Wholesale
adds habitable space . or workof glass. with_a layer of air
ing ease returns more of its
between. It functions like a
Prices!
original cost than one which
storm window but is- more
adds only eye appeal. If houses
convenient. It doesn't rearen't selling when you put
quire seasonal changing
your residence on the market__
atid-has only half as many
WE DELIVER
you are not likely to get addiglass surfaces to clean.
tional money because of the improvement, although you might
• Factory-applied weathCatering To All Your
sell it a bit faster.
erstripping. It's tight-fitting
As for the overimprovenient
,
and sharply limits heat-robPlumbing 8, Electric Needs
issue, it works this way. If the
bing air infiltration..
market value of most of the
753-6822
901 Arcadia
• Factory-treatment of
houses in your neighborhood is
between $50,000 and $75,000, you
sash and frame with a chem•,
a.•
•,
W.
A..
are not likely to get $100,000 for
ical preservative protects
•
•
your home because you added
• •••• •• ••• ••• • •• •••• ••
against weathering.

Quality Wood
Windows Easy
To Live With

"TURN IT ON"
with a faucet fromPICKENS...
...a Delta Faucet

house seekers will pay more:tor
less house in a neighborhood
they feel is right for them,
whereas they will generally not
pay more for an extra good
house in an area where the
price level is lower.
The feeling is that there, is
more prestige in living in a
good neighborhood than living
in a good house. It's the reason
why companies will sometimes
pay a high rental for business
quarters with a prestigious -addreSs- even though Hwy could
have obtained Ilion. space at
the same rental somewhere
else.
When your house is to be
remodeled, Consider what contribution it will make to y:our
day-to-day living standards,
rather than what return it may
bring at some later, undefined
date.
Whatever your project, consider the addition of extra insulation and other materials
and equipment that will cut
heating and cooling costs. Such
installations are sometimes
cheaper if done while the remodeling is in progress.

America's Favorite
Washerless Faucet

By EARL ARONSON
AP Newsteatures
Tiny radios implanted in pine
and meadow voles are helping
to fight these little mice that
wreak havoc with apple orchards and other crops. The
transmitter signals permit researchers to monitor their living habits.
The two types of voles cause
millions of dollars of damage
annually to trees, especially
root systems and trunks of
young fruit plantings.
The meadow vole, which is
about 6 inches long and weighs
50 to 60 grams, generally lives
in sod and dead vegetation near
the surface. The four-inch pine
vtle, weighing only 30 to 40
grams, prefers the sub-surface,
traveling on defined runways in
areas of high organic matter
under trees, feeding on vegetation and root systems. The
voles often kill trees by girdling
trunk bark, destroying the vital
plumbing system, or by consuming roots that convey food
and water to the crown.
Jay McAninch, wildlife expert at the New York Botanical
Garden's Cary Arboretum, is
coordinating the Hudson Valley
area study. A federal grant of
$1.3 million covers work in New
York, North Carolina and Virginia.
Hudson Valley orchardist.s.
have been plagued by voles for
40 years, with most damage occurring during the past decade.
An effective chemical used
against voles, Endrin, was
banned in 1971 and new weanecologically-oriented approaches.
The radio transmitters, the
size of pencil erasers, are implanted surgically in anesthetized voles which are freed later. The beeping signals, audible
for 100 yards, help researchers
keep track of the voles' whereabouts. The study includes reproduction rates, which are
'phenomenal, life span, survival
rates, food and living habits.
The data will determine the
kind of homes and food voles
want, and the predators. The
.
project will end in 1983.
Meadow voles also damage
grain and timber crops and
avocado trees, ranging across
the northern two-thirds of the
U.S. and lower Canada.
Each transmitter is powered
by a battery lasting eight
weeks, and is on a separate frequency. The tracker carries a
portable radio and antenna,
weighing a few pounds. The
voles don't move far or rapidly,
usually residing in a line be-

neath a row of trees Often surface runways are used by
vole,s. Just as the tree roots
spread like fingers in search of
food, so do vole tunnels.
The signals become louder as
the searcher closes in.
"We believe an understanding of the vole-orchard
relationships will lead to cultural management practices that
will decrease the desirability of
voles," said
orchards to
McAninch. "In addition, the
studies of behavior and activity
patterns will lead to More jUdicious and effective uses of rodenticides."
Working on the Modena,
N.Y., farm of Steven Clarke,
Donna Stocicrahm of Millhousen. Ind., a graduate student at
Ohio State University, said she
had captured 120 voles in a few
hours, so numerous were they.
The trap bait is apple slices or
peanut butter.
As we tracked a radio signal
beneath a tree, Clarke and Dr.
John Harder of Ohio State
pulled aside thatch and soft
soil, unearthing a nest with five
tiny meadow voles half the size
of my thumb, two or three days
old. The transmitter indicated
the mother remained close by.
The pine voles generally set
up little empires of five or six
members, described as communes by Dr. Dale Madison of
N.Y. State University at Binghamton. Socially, the meadow
vole is more of a loner.
The voles have litters ranging
from three to six and can give
birth every 28 days, the offspring maturing enough in one
month to reproduce.
"Voles," McAninch said,
"can eliminate the entire root
system of a six- to 8-year-old
tree, leaving it like a stake that
can be twisted around in the
ground."
Evidence of vole damage is
poor tree growth, poor leaf density, size and set of apples, and
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Grand opening celebration. Come see our store and meet our people. We have
teamed up with Purina to provide you with the best service.
Door prizes will be awarded and refreshments served. Come on in and see whal
we can offer you from America's largest line of animal products.
BRING YOUR DOG TO BUCHANAN FEED & SEED'S

Introductory Specials
50 lb. 86.00
50 lb. 85.60
50 lb. 86.25
26/50 lb. 84.50/88.75

Rabbit Pallets
Layer Crumbs
.10

Haag Pellets 16%
Dog Food 21%

Shoemaker Seed Processing
4th 8, Chestnut
753-7666

HOOVER SALE
•All-steel agitator
• Rig disposable bag
•4-on-the-floor carpet shift
ia'Full time edge-cleaning

THE MOST POWERFUL
TWO MOTOR CLEANER
WITH POWERMATIC NOZZLE
YOU CAN BUY
REG S

329"

Celebrity- IV
$ 249" Tipqakfil

Retail
$89.95

SAVE $80.
Lift-Off
Tool Hanger
Relies on canon.,
or hangs in

Power Pedal
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DURING OUR GRAND OPENING

FREE

SAN DIEGO,Calif. API — A
new weighing system that
eliminates the guesswork usually associated with measuring
"loose" or "blown" attic insulation has been introduced by
a California company.
Called the R-Value Weish,
the system electronically meters the amount of insulation a
contractor installs on a state.
certified scale, and prints a
precise measurement on a verification card following installation.
R-Value
the
"Prior to
Weigh," says Robert Breniff,
Pneumatic Applications company president, "neither contractors nor consumers had any
way of measuring precisely the
level of loose insulation being
installed.
"The R-Value Weigh eliminates the guesswork and provides consumers with a measurement accurate to within a
10th of a percent."

Al Types of Bagged Feed Are Now Available

DOG DUNKIN'
WE'LL DIP
YOUR DOG

Weighing System
Ends Guesswork In
Measuring Insulation

FEED FEED FEED

PICKENS,

Grand Opening

pale leaf color. Also, McAninch
said, vole damage leaves the
tree open to virus and other infections.
"A major problem," he
added, "is that you can't lift a
tree to check underground
damage." And the popular
dwarf- and • semi-dwarf-size
trees can't stand as much
abuse as standard-size fruit
trees, which have more extensive roots.
Fruit growers are anxious.
Some have ripped out damaged
orchards and replanted; others
have interplahted new trees
among those damaged, but they
realize that long-time control to
discourage voles will need exacting information about vegetation and rodenticide application.

TOTAL CONTROL
SWITCH
fof speed and Rowe.

IN PURINA
MANGE CONTROL
COMPLETE WITH
ATTACHMENTSI

PURINA
MANGE
CONTROL

MOTOR
MUFFLER

REG

CHECK-BAG
SIGNAL

• BIG SHAG WHEELS
• SURFACE SELECTOR
. • HEADLIGHT

S

5995

GRABt
HANDLE'4995
GRIP
• HANG IT ON
A HOOK
• CONVENIENT
CORD WRAP

WE CARRY GENUINE
If. HOOVER BAGS!

Pints end Gollon,

SAVE $10.

ADVANTAGES:

Highly effective against the four kinds of mites.
2. Highly effective

usually one application is enough.

3. Ease of application.
4 EconOmicol.
El Purina...
• planning totriarraw
_ with.researth todayL

BUCHANAN
FEED & SEED
Industrial Road

Murra Home
& Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray. Kr.

Phone
753-2571
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Analysts Predict Soaring
Price Of Newsprint
Will Eventually Drop
By FLOYD NORRLS
AP Business Writer

WOULD A T-SHIRT BE WORTH IT? — Nancy Batdorf of the LBL Homeplace staff
demonstrates yarn spinning for Valerie Conner.

THE WAY IT WAS — Jim Carpenter, manager of the Homeplace, talks to the seventh
graders in front of the craft barn. He showed them how to make wood shingles and
talked about the different kinds of wood and tools used by the Kentucky settlers.

Murray Middle School
Has Interdisciplinary
'Pioneer Life' Unit

HOW TO GET PURPLE — Lisa Ford, Dannette Roberts and Lori Hubbs watch Nancy
Batdorf, Homeplace staff member, dye wool yarn with pokeberries for a nice shade of
purple.

METERS OR CENTIMETERS? — A math activity directed students to find
the dimensions of various buildings in metric. Photo shows students measuring the spring
house
which they learned was used for storing products like milk and butter.

NEW YORK ( API — The
price of the paper used in
newspapers continues to rise,
but as new mills are completed and inventories are
Wilt up the cost is expected to
trop, analysts say.
The latest increase was imposed by International Paper
Co., which sent letters to
customers saying the price of
newsprint will rise on Nov. 1 to
$470 a metric ton, a 6.8 percent
boost.
Other major producers were
expected by analysts to match
the increase, which came
several weeks after Bowater
Inc. announced plans to raise
its price to $457.50 a metric ton
on Oct. I.
Newsprint prices have risen
rapidly in recent years, spurred in part by sharp increases
in energy costs and also by
tight supplies because of labor
troubles at many Canadian
mills.
At the same time, there has
been a decline in emand for
newsprint as
recession cut
into adv
volume at
newspa
s and as conserv on measures were
idOpted while supplies were
tight.
For the first seven months
of the year, U.S. newspapers
used about 1 percent less
newsprint than in the same

Ati .
/11/

Choose a topic, add fairly
equal amounts of English,
science, math, and history;
-season with music, art, dance,
storytelling and home ec and
the finished product is an interdisciplinary unit of study —
one of the latest teaching
techniques on the educational
market.
The interdisciplinary
method of teaching is a part of
the curriculum revision at
Murray Middle School and the
seventh grade team of
teachers recently completed a
unit using the technique.
"Pioneer Life" was chosen as
the topic since seventh grade
history is traditionally a study
of Kentucky.
The teachers spent many
hours planning the study, contributing ideas, rejecting
some plans as too ambitious
and others for not being meaningful enough. After deciding
INNOVATIVE PEOPLE-- Seventh graders Amy Johnson,
that the culminating activity,
Shannon Parker, Shannon Christopher and-Valerie Conwould be a 'field trip to the
ner investigate the unusual wooden downspout (actually
Homeplace in Land Between
a hollow log) leading to a rain barrel which was used on
the Lakes, 1131.1 personnel Ed
Grayes and Jim Carpenter_ the original building in the Homeplace
were also included in the planning process.
• • -Science students—studied
early medicinal uses of wild
flowers and plants and leatned that cattails were °lice
eaten like corn on the cob.
They experimented with dying
cloth by using marigolds,
black-eyed Susans•and walnut
bark.
Home economics students
studied pioneer foods and
prepared a typical meal of
burgoo, johnny cakes, gingerbread, leather bsitches ( dried
green beans) and churned butter and served it to other
seventh graders.
Math students measured
buildings at the Homeplace
using the metric system and
English classes wrote stories
about pioneers.
An assembly prior to the
trip included a slide presentation of the Homeplace and
music teacher Margaret
r
Boone led the group in singing
•
•
folk songs of the era.
Art students constructed
crafts which were used for
entertainment purposes as
well as other more utilitarian
uses. A wrap up session
following the field trip was
presented by seventh grade
a..
7%."' •
English teacher Roy Weatherly who told ghost stories from
"Foxfire."

period last year. For July, the
drop was 3.1 percent, according to the Canadian Pulp and
Paper Association. Inventories of newsprint have risen
steadily in recent months.
But the increases seem like.
ly to slow in the next few years
as more nulls are conipleted
The American Paper Institute
estimates that total capacity
will rise 17 percent by 1982.
Jon G. Udeil, a business professor at the University of
Wisconsin and a consultant to
the American Newspaper
Publishers Association,
predicts that increase will be
more than enough to offset nsing demand.
"There is a glut of newsprint
coming on the West Coast in
1981 and 1982," says Evadna S.
Lynn, an analyst for Merrill
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith Inc.
The oversupply may not be
as great in the East,and could
lead to regional prices for
newsprint, reviving a system
that had ended in 1976.
The current round of price
increases is the second of the
year and the fourth in the past
two years. It puts prices at
more than 40 percent higher
than they were in early 1978.
Newsprint cost about $330
then. The first round of increases this year, in April and
May, raised the prevailing
price to about $440 a metric
ton from about $413.
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DANCING THE SHUFFLE — Jean Geurin, Middle School art teacher, demonstrated
many types of entertainment including singing, musical instruments (she played a
washboard!) and the shuffle. The students filed out of the room doing the shuffle — a
dance step which is still used in squaredancing.

•
•
•
•
•

Majestic House

,.

•

StealoPizza

POSTUREPEDIC

N 12th Olympic Plaza

We knowye, I ) be pleased with Sealy
Posturepedic.
because its more than a mattress Its the
Unique
Bdtk Support System Designed in cooperation
with leading orthopedic surgeons for firm
support
without sacrificing comfort . . and no morning backache from sleeping on a too-soft mattress

Enjoy Our Delicious
Tasting Specials...
that will help you save money!
-from our family to yours:

Almr.

Daily Luncheon Special
11:00-2:00 PM

Regular Size

95
9
31

2 Pc. Set

Only $2.95

6 Oz. Ground Round

huritroc!:"An 5

Includes Choice of Potato, and Salad Bar
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A KENTUCKY RIFLE — Bruce Taylor holds the 1,4apon
while lean Geurin discusses it. Mrs. Geurin talked with
the seventh graders about early Kentucky crafts, firearms
cooking utensils customs, quilting. She brought rnam,
items from her private collection for display.
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HEALTH

Your Individual
Horoscope

MSU Instructor
Authors Training,
Testing Procedures

Looking for caffeine

Frances Drake

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
would like to know how much
affeine is in tea, coffee, cola
and chocolate Are thire--liny
other common foods particplarly high in caffeine/ I've
never heard of anyone developing a dependence on
caffeine Do you think people
actually crave chocolate or
Coffee or is it just a bad habit"
DEAR iti:ADER
depends a lot on 'how these
beverages are made Some
people brew strong coffee and
some brew weak coffee. The
same applies to tea.
....,,These are general guidelides as to the caffeine content
that you asked for Coffee.
brewed. 80 mg to 120 mg.
instant, 60 mg to 100 mg:
decaffeinated, 1 mg to 6 mg
rea, the ordinary leaf variety.
30 mg to 75 mg. bagged, 42
mg to 100 mg, instant. 30 mg
to 60 mg Cocoa contains up to
50 mg per five-ounce cup and

a cola drink. 30 mg per eightdrawal headache Such a withounce can A chocolate bar
drawal headache can be
usually contains about 25 mg
immediately relieved by takof caffeine
-ing some caffeine. A lot of the
A cup of brewed coffee concoffee and tea drinking pattams almost as much caffeine
tern is habit
as the amount prescribed as a
A number of young people
single dose when caffeine is
have s'eaffeinism
Teachers
used as a medicine •
sometimes see this in the
To give you more informaclassroom and it's because of
tion about these beverages
the consumption of large
. Amounts of cola at& chps:0Letter -number 14-4.
versial Beverages CoTfee.
Many people don't realize
--Tea. Colas and Chocolate.
that cocoa contains caffeine.
Other readers who want this
I've always been torn between
issue can send 75 cents with a
amusement and distress with
long, stamped. Self-addressed
the common habit of a mother
envelope for it Send your giving her child a cup of cocoa
request to me, in care of this so that he will go to sleep. The
newspaper. P0 Box 1551, cocoa's caffeine is a brain
Radio City Station. New York. stimulant and for the small
NY 10019
body of a child that might
Caffeine is at least habitukeep him from sleeping
ating People who have been
DEAR DR. LAMB --- I have
consuming fairly large
been taking two aspirin after
amounts of it and then stop
breakfast and two before
suddenly usually have a withgoing to bed with a half glass
of milk I have been taking
them at least three months
and they are doing me a lot of
good.
Will there be any side
effects from taking them
indefinitely?
DEAR READER - A lot of
people take aspirin without
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
any difficulties. I'm glad you
are taking them with food or
A
A' I. T
ADORE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACHOSS
1 Aeritorm fluid
4 Urges on
9 Confederate
general
12 Hard-wood
tree
13 Renovate
14 Lug
15 Tranquillity
17 Craws out
19 Scepters
21 Guido s high
note
22 Answered
25 South Amencan animal
79 Preposition
30 Cicatrices
32 Stew
33 Moccasin
35 Walk on
37 Devoured
38-Short Acker
40 Venditions
42 Printers
measure
43 Surgical
thread
45 Experts
47 Beverage
49 Watch face
50 Let go
54 Classty
57 Tirre gone by
58 Mature
60 Sonar
61 Political
abbr
62 Goes by
water
63 Look at
DOWN
2 Peer Gym's
mother
. 3 Keen

4 Forecast
5 Sr
note
6 Number
7 Take out
8 Garbage
9 Hawaian
wreath
10 Dine
11 Bitter vetch
16 Mountain
passes
18 Young cow
20 Scorches
22 Lassos
23 Growing out
of
24 Vision
26 Macav.
27 Measuring
device
28 Solar disks
31 Side dish
34 Army bed
36 Patterns
39 Merroran-

1

2

12

III

milk. That decreases the
chances of irritating the stomach. I think everyone who

A

DC

SAINT

51 The self
52 Cut off
53 Finial
55 Time period
56 Before
59 Spanish article

dum
41 Heavenly
body
44 Approaches
46 Gladden
48 A continent
50 Tatter
4

5 I7

8

9

uu

22 23
29

az
39

•U43
50
sz

51

10 11

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Mortar ledger & Times by

530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
17
16
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
19
20
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or
21.1
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays.
24
26 27 25
25
A circulation department em31
32
30 I
ployee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
37
34
36
of your newspaper. Cons must
41
42
39
40
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or44
44
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
45UuuuU
delive!.y.
47
49
4S
The regular business office
53
52
sa
ss a
hours of The Murray Ledger & Times, are . 8 . a.m.. to . 5. p.m... Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to noon,62
14

13

15

AN

takes aspirin regularly should
do the same.
I don't approve of taking
aspirin unless there is a real
reason for it. Aspirin can
cause erosions of the lining of
the stomach, particularly if
taken on an empty stomach.
They can increase a person's
chances of bleeding.

ii iiiii
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DID LfOU HEAR WHAT
THAT KID CALLED ME ?!

.3

Saturdays..

MAqBE WHAT HE CALLED
1.1'OU IS A TERM
OF ENDEARMENT

1-.1401 Notice

FOR WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 1, tIll
The training and testing proWhat kind of day will tomor- PISCES
cedures for emergency
medical personnel on patient row be' To find out what the (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Not a time to mix business
exanunation and assessment stars say, read the forecast
with pleasure. Results will
and recently declared man- given for your birth Sign
prove inconclusive. Avoid a
datory by the Department of
p.m. confrontation re intimate
Human Resources were writARIES
matters.
ten by Benne L. Cooper,an inI Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
structor in the department of
YOU BORN TODAY have
The moods of others may be
Safety Engineering and difficult to fathom. Don't de- more executive ability than
State
Health at Murray
mand explanations or force the typical member of your
University.
issues. The welfare of others sign. Your leadership
qualities attract you to law,
Patient examination and concerns you.
politics and the military. In
assessment is a new addition TAURUS
,
al
business, you can sell, proApr. 20 to May 20) de
to the state's Emergency
Your mind tends to wander mote and publish. Though inMedical Technician's TrainDaydreaming impedes clined to do your own thing,
ing Program and will be a now.
concentration. Don't let the your best success comes when
mandatory testing requirehang-ups of others get you you emphasize cooperation.
ment for certifying and recer- down. Still, be tolerant.
Strongly attracted to nature,
tifying EMTS, beginning Jan. GEMINI
you can succeed in
1,1981.
agriculture. You have a
(May 21 to June 20)n
A time when money slips religious bent and work well
through your fingers if you with groups. Acting, music
don't watch it. Little expen- and art also afford you opporditures could add up to a tidy tunities for self-fulfillment.
Birthciate of: Jimmy Carter,
sum. Be thrifty.
U.S. president; Julie AnCANCER
(June 21 to July 22 I DO drews, actress; and Walter
A family member seems Matthau,actor.
stubborn. You're raring to go,
but need a more definite plan
Representatives
of of action. Be alert on the job.
LEO
business, industry, and
government will be on the (July 23 to Aug. 221 4/24g
You're in the mood for
Murray State University campeace and quiet, but others
pus on Wednesday, Oct. 8, to
may misinterpret your deexplore career opportunities
meanor as aloofness. Try to
with graduating seniors and
,unbend a little.
graduate students.
The Murray Area VocaVIRGO
tional Center will offer three
Sponsored by the Placement ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) UP
bring
Meetings with others
business and office extension
Service Office at Murray
little problems. Don't make a classes beginning in October,
State, the second Businessmolehill.
mountain out of a
1980.
Industry-Government Career
Don't expect perfection from
Day is scheduled from 10 a.m.
Shorthand I will begin on
others.
self or
to 4 p.m. in Beshear GymMonday, Oct. 6 at 6:30 p.m.
LIBRA
nasium of the Student Cent'.
and will meet on Monday and
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Martha Guier, director of
A business luncheon may Wednesday evenings from
placement, said the primary
prove disappointing. Others 6:30 p.m. until 9:30 p.m. for
objective of the program is,,to
may be hard to pin down, Try- seven weeks. This is a beginbring students and prospecing to force issues is not the ners course. Mrs. Frances
tive employers together on an
proper solution.
Spillman will be the inSCORPIO
informal, unstructured basis
structor. There will be a 85
(Oct.
23
to
Nov.
21)
to discuss career possibilities.
registration fee and the book
Advice about a financial
She added that she hopes some
will be 811.
faulty.
issue
may
Don't
be
unformal interviews will evolve
Accounting I will begin on
necessarily
arouse
the
suspifrom the program.
cions of others. Forego acting Tuesday, Oct. 7 and will meet
"Students are invited and
superior.
on Tuesday and Thursday
encouraged to visit with as
SAGITTARIUS
sjv
evenings from 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) 's
many of the officials as they
for seven weeks. This is a
can througtibUt the day7ihe -Financial - dealings- with-- trOkinnerselass.liiirs. Judy Inothers may prove com- gersoll will be the instructor.
explained. "They will be askplicated. It would be wise to There will be a 85 registration
ed to have short resumes to
wait for a more auspicious fee and the book will cost $10.
present to each person with
time. Watch credit card spenwhom they talk."
Typing I will begin on Tuesding.
day, Oct. 7 and will also meet
Another Business-IndustryCAPRICORN
on Tuesday and Thursday
Government.Career Day has
(Dec.22 toJan. 19) id
been scheduled for the spring
Your sympathetic efforts to evenings from 6:30-9:30 p.m.
semester on Feb. 10,1981.
help another may be misinter- for seven weeks. This is beginpreted. Let others wrestle ning typing. Mrs. Frances
with their own problems. A Spillman will be the in'‘ GOLF BALL NOSE
time to mind your own structor. There will be a $5
IS NOT A TERM
business.
registration fee and the book
AQUARIUS
OF ENDEARMENT!
will cost $8.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
To register, call the Murray
Work requires extra concentration. You're easily Area Vocational Center at 753distracted now by your own 1870 between 8:00 a.m. and
daydreams. Friends seem 3:30 p.m. Openings are limited
non-conunital. Don't expect and will be taken on a firstcome,first-served basis.
answers.

gr.,

Career Opportunities
To Be Explored At
Murray State Oct. 8

Area Vocational
Center To Offer
Three Classes

4%

Ii

THERE'S THE PILE OF
DIRT I SHOOK OUT
OF THE MOP

SLUGGO, YOU
DIDN'T
CLEAN YOUR
HOUSE
LIKE
YOU
PROMISED

"He who never made a
mistake never made a
discovery." -- Samuel
Smiles.

(01950iplecIFealu,S

HERE'S A STORY ABOUT
THE GREAT BALLET STAR,
ROSKOLNKOV

G. CORN, JR.

27111Wiii
Billy Earl Brandon of
King's Den is not, nor
ever has been affiliated

"The Temptation of
Suicide" - 759-4444. Bible Story - 759-4445

with The Rainbow Inn in
Paris, Tenneeeee.

Lost and Found
ITS A
FACT

Lost: White Toy Poodle,
Wednesday, September 25th,
neighborhood of Keeneland.
Goes by name Duke. Call 7531436

Free grit wrapping is a
speciafty at,

Starks
Hardware

6. Help Wanted

121h & Poplar
753 1227

AIRLINE JOBS-FREE INFO nationwide placement. Write
Airline Placement Bureau,
4208 198th SW 101, Lynnwood, Wash. 98036. Enclose a
self-addressed
stamped
envelope.

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

Check
Your 1
Ad ; .
,Nv-,.•
„ ,•(,,--„:„,..•
,

., . . ., ,z.

A

Babysitter wanted for 8 year
old girl after school and on
school holidays. Prefer at my
home on Farmer Ave. Phone
753-8166. References required.
•
Earn $50 per hundred securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, reply. "HomeworkersSIM". Box 94485. Schaumburg. IL 60194.

/Advertisers
are
requestld to check the
first insertion'of ads for
corrections.
This
newspaper will be
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED fMMEI/WELL_ CO, Pi FACF
CHECK

YOUR

HELP WANTED
Legal Secretary must be
proficent in
use of
memory typewriter and
able to meet the public.
Experience a plus but

will

Aver -So

.caleinc

SIR, DO YOU
THINK THERE
WILL BE A WAR?

NORE NOT...
THINGS DON'T
LOOK TOO 5002
HERE, EITHER

HE MUST HAVE VERY
POWERFUL LEGS

HERE THEY COME!
HOW MANY DO WE
HIT, JOE 2

SHOOT FAST,, WE
HIT FOUR..
MORE LATER THAT'S
A LOAD OF IVORY

CAN EACH

AT!"lk
I
•
'
Pr

IV I
.
V10011
(
011k
••••

It was a mistake to reach
today's terrible slam
Nevertheless, South discovered that a small slam is
never set until the oppo-

NORTH

9-36-A

•K J 8
•7 52
•A K 6
+J 9 7 6
WEST
•Q 6 5 4 3
•- - •QJI0952

EAST
•10 9 2
•AKQJ1093
•8 4
•2

+43
nents take two tricks and he
SOUTH
played well to cash in on his
•A 7
•8 6 4
fortunate opportunity.
•7 3
The bidding was typical
•AKQ1085
rubber bridge with North
gambling out the slam,
Vulnerable: North-South.
thinking South had to be
short in hearts. However, as Dealer: East. The bidding:
declarer George Lengyel of
London discovered, it was, East South West North
Pass
6+
5+
West who had thte heart 4•
Pass
Pass
shortage since Westi failed Pass
to lead the suit against his
"impossible" slam.
Opening lead
Diamond
Here's how Rixi Markus queen
of London reported the play
as it took place in one of
London's posh clubs.
slam paid off in spite of
West's diamond queen declarer's three heart
was won by dummy's ace
"losers"
and trumps were drawn in
two rounds. The spade ace
was cashed and a successful
spade finesse followed.
Bid with Corn
Dummy's spade king was
'cashed and declarer threw a South holds 9-30-B
heart Next came dummy's
•A 7
diamond king and a third
•8 6 4
diamond and, instead of
•7 3
ruffing. declarer threw
•AKQI0P5
another heart' (declarer
I
the absence of a heart South North
i•
lead placed all seven hearts I+
with East and that West was
therefore left with nothing
ANSWER: Two clubs Not
hut spades and diamonds).
West won his "free trick" strong enough for three clubs
and a heart raise would be a
in diamonds, but now he had misrepresentation
no safe lead •- whatever he
--led would yield a ruff and

discard. West decided on a
diamond that was ruffed in
dummy while declarer discarded his laVeart and the

Send bridge questions to The Ares
P 0 Hoc 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
with sell addreseed stamped envelope
for reply

consider

closely

reitteiL training.

Send
Resume to Box 32A

AD

CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR.

,LEATHER REPAIR and custom
leather work Reasonable Call
753-9736
It's not too soon to get
poryour Christmas

•traits made
• CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753 8298

•

1890'5 ICE CREAM PARLOR
also has the best chicken in
town. We can prepare as much
or as little as you want. Special
prices on large orders. Call
753-3604. Located on Coldwater Road.

Hiring for Murray bakery night
help, 11 PM to 7 AM, also need
two part time drivers for
delivery truck. Prefer retired
persons. Send resume to P.O.
Box 787. Murray.
Need someone to keep elderly
person in their home. Call after
530,753-4754 or 753-2606.
Paint and body men. Apply
Century Auto Sales, 810
Sycamore.
Six men or women with
economical transportation for
light delivery. Good pay. Apply
2-4 Wednesday, 107 North 4th
Street, rear office.
Have a Delicious Deli Sun•
dwich for lunch today at:

DIXIE
CREAM
DONUTS

FOR SALE:

reTO SUMMARIZE...
THINE'S DON'T LOOK
SO GOOD IN IRAN,OR
AFGHANISTAN, OR
KOREA OR CAM(BODIA,
OR

THE ACES;IRA

LEGAL NOTICE
On June 5, 1980. Jockson P•MC1165.1 II•aatke6,1119 Conaient
ii
of AM spetton, WSJP, filed with the Feder.' (am
niunications COMMIS51011 anapphcietion to MI
115 power to
1.000 emit dwriene WSJP operates en • frequency of 1130 ItHr
wall a daytime power of 250 watts. Studios and transmitter ere
located on Diuguid load in Murray, Kentucky. Principals in the
Jackson Purchase Broadcosting Company ere Sammy I Parker, Joe
M. Porker Charles M. Anderson, Freddie McCoy, and Steven
Catron.
A copy of the application and related materiel are on file lot
public inspection at WSJP studios on Diuguid 101111 I Murray, Ken
lucky, during normal business hoots.

CALCULATORS:
5100.00
Adler Model 12 P
100.00
Sears Model PD 12
100.00
facit Model 1190
581100.00
Underwood Model
Underwood Model
100.00
Delos 482
Underwood Model 4 81100,00
TYPEWRITER:
$100.00
hull Manual
Each unit is in good condition
and ready for use.

1006 Chestnut
Your choice: Ham, Beef
Turkey, Pastrami, lettuce,
tomato, pickle, on baked
French roll.

Buy one for $1.20 Get
second one for 75'
WITH THIS AD

AVERY
LUMBER
CO.

Wanted 10 telephone receptionists, both day and evening
work, hourly pay and bonus.
Temporary lob No experience
necessary, we will train Apply
C•11 1.41w•en 0 4.4o and 3
'2-4 pm. Wednesday. 107 North
4th Street. rear office.
(901)247-3741
Work part time, earn full time.
Only 12 hours per week, earn
3. Card of Thanks
$700 per month. If you are
The family of Mary Frances
dissatisfied with your present
Smith wishes to express our
work and can't make a total
appreciation for the many acts
change, this could be your
of kindness shown us during
solution. Call 753-4121 to arthe illness and death of our lovrange a confidential interview
ed one.
For the prayers, food, floral
9. Situation Wanted
offerings, and cards we are
Position wanted: Full or part
most grateful
time Hours flexible Previous
A special thanks to the Max
experience includes fast food
Churchill Funeral Home, the
cook, bank teller (1 year expallbearers, Mr. Day Wyatt and
perience), Retail business
each of the singers, and
manager. (6 months exespecially Bro. Harold Irvan
perience). Inquire to DD. P 0
and Bro. Lindon Ferguson for
Box 565;fAurray. KY 42071
their words of comfort.
Would like lob sitting with sick
person or doing housecleaning
Guy Smith, Mr and Mrs VerCall before 9 pm, 759-1255.
non Shuffett and family, and
Mr and Mrs Hoyt Cleaver, Jr
Will do babysitting in my home
and family
753-9816

Hornbuckle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Street

Closed For Relocation Open On About Oct. 15
Thank You

sow

g pie0.0
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LITRE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
11.1Fus. Opportunity

2T. Miseinaneous

Former Diamond Direct has
established a more profitable,
realistic company For information call (502) 3624882 after
5 pm
150,000 People will loin multilevel marketing this month Are
you one who needs a more
realistic volume and profit?
Call (901)642-6300

Chimneys all fuel triple wall
pipe, 6 'u30', $20 99, 8"x30
$29 99 Installation kit, 6".
$29 99 8" $41 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN

34,Houses For Rent

53. Services Offered
44. Lots For Sale
49-.Used Cars
53. Services Offered .
0
Four or five bedroom furnished
Lots in Bagwell Manor All 1379 T-bod, 29.000 mile
Painting, paperhanging corn
CONIITNEY SMALL
house for four or five college
utilities 753-4389 or 751 burgundy Must sell, financ,i,,
mercial or residential WI
ENGINE REPAIR AND
girls or boys Also small fur
5960
available Call after 5 pm 4r,
buildings etc 20 years ex
SAW SERVICE - Stella
nished apartment for 1 or 2
2412
penence
Free estimates 759
46. Homes For Sale
college girls Call 753-5865
753-4864. Lew prkes
1987
Truth
days, 753-5108 after 530 pm
One story frame house, 2
I..
Firewood for sale Call 492Lt
bedrooms, gas heat 753-6571 1979 Chevy Scottsdale, 4- •vorlwasl.
Two bedroom, all electric, fur8220
Order wood
wheel drive Steering, brakes,
nished home near University.
47. Motorcycles
al
Early Before
Lawnchief riding mower. 5 hp,
air, AM-FM $4500 753-8127
1 75 per month, $100 deposit.
$
Fence sales at Sears cow Call
Bad Weather,
1971 Honda 750 Call 7535 months old, $500 Call after Call 753-9829
1976 Dodge Ramcharger, air- Sears. 753-2310 for free
9737 after 6 pm.
Coll 753 5648
530, 436-2682
11. Instructions
conditioning,
power
steering, estimate for your needs
37. livestock-Supplies
after 4 p.m
Cl9
a 171975H3o0n9d00
a CX 500 custom power brakes, automatic Call
Piano lessons. Very reasonable Letter size filing cabinet, in
For appliance repair refrigeraCall
bale
a
sale.
$1
for
Hay
condition,
drawers.
753-9262
4
good
after
5
pm
rates. Call 753-8964
ft
tion, and small electrical repair
Some
and couches for 753-3662.
1980 Honda ATC-110, excellent Extra nice 1974 Cheyenne jobs, call Bill Rollins, 753- PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND
15. Articles For Sale office chairs
waiting room Call 753- Leather repair and custom
VINYL. SIDING CO. 25 years ex
condition Call 753-5421. ask pickup. 753-3269
0762
5595 after 5 pm.
perience Paducah. KY 898
for Mike.
work. Chaps, belts, 'Moccasins,
1973
F-100
Fireplace
inserts
pickup,
custom
built
power
For Sale
gun cases, billfolds; saddle26. TV-Radio
Honda Express excellent con- steering, power brakes, ex- Fireplace and chimney brick 3873 or 443-7365
bags. 753-9736.
Wheat
dition, 400 miles. 435-4555.
AM-FM 8-track stereo with
cellent condition Call 753- repair Call after 6 pm. 436- Stop! For all your repair needs
"After listening to Congress at work,
roofing, carpentry plumbing
Straw
speakers and recorder Good 38. Pets-Supplies
you Leather repair. Also chaps. 5463.
2855
can't help thinking there must be some
and electrical work look no
Cali 753 8156 or 753
condition $60 759-4625
motorcycle's
suits,
other
saddle-bags,
clean,
Good,
solid pickup For all your plumbing inAKC registered Beagle puppies, way.''
baoi
custom leather seats Call 753- Chevrolet or Ford. Automatic stallation and repair, all work more' Call 753-9226 or 753
Cabinet color t.v. for sale, $40 Shots and wormed $45
each
9623 We'll do your job large or
9736
with
air,
6
or small V8 in the guaranteed. call 753-8950
Call 753-2644.
or $75 for pair. 435-4481
small All work done to you'
Craftsman saber.saw Sears 843.
$70's
/53-6/84
Real Estate
after 530
43. Real Estate
X1-I25 Honda 4or sale, 1978
Floyd's General Contracting satisfaction
track tape player; pair of Wanted Responsible party to AKC registered Cocker Spaniel
model. Call_any time, 492- 1970 Jeep truck with topper You need it done, we can do a
Tractor work, bushhogging
Jensen speakers; Super take up small payment on puppies. Buff and white. Call
STROUT Mill, INC.
8937
$1800 Call 753-5889
For free estimate phone 474 plowing discing, blade work
Snooper fuzz buster. 753-8351. Magnavox color t.v. Warranted. 753-9459 after 5 pm.
Barrens b., BB
753-7575.
,
8008
1980 Yamaha 650 special, 51. Campers
gardens Free estimates Call
Basic and Advanced dog obeHeavy duty utility trailer. Call
FARMS, HOMES
windshield, luggage carrier.
753-7400 or 753-2632
27. Mobile Home Sales dience
TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom
BUSINISSES
classes Breed handling,
753-0366 after 5 pm.
Call after 5 pm, 753-6747
ROOFING
lAKF A'ND RECREATIONAl
tracking, and protection. All
made
TENT
and
repaired.
Double
Reasonable
AND AWNINGS. custom
wide
2452.
3
".
BOYD-MAJORS'
.
Hides and furs. Custom made
Comm•rclal
and
PROPERTY
breeds and
rates. Free estimates. Call 753mad and repaired. Reasonable
Professional
REAL ESTATE
belts, moccasins, billfolds, bedrooms, bath and a half, instructor. ages.
Shingle
Residential,
48.
Auto.
Services
9736.
rate Free estimates. Call 753
436-2858.
listings
needed! Offices
1
753-8080
purses, chaps, gun cases. new carpet. $8500. Located in
and bullt-ep reefs.
Four 1955 Chevrolets, lots of 53. Services Offered
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
97
Graves county. 382-2330.
clothing. 753-9736.
work
References,
all
Everywhere. "Free" Catalog
ProfesmonalS,
parts. Call 247-1334.
II haul driveway white rock
WA TER Frieridl, TOL, 4
Carpentry, roofing, all home
Kerosene stove for sale, copper For sale: 1979 Atlantic mobile-4L Public Sale
guaranteed. 759-4512
STROUT REMIT
49.
and Ag lime, also have arty type
Used Cars
home,
14x56',
all
electric
with
repairs or remodeling. 36 years
lined with tank. Also one
Auction
sale.
October
Saturday,
RETIREES
759-1859.
or
loe I. Kennon Broker
of brown or white pea gravel
sic(,4:.r,
1973 Buick LeSabre, air, experience. Call 753-9759 or
Beagle pup for sale and 2 coon central air. 489-2586.
753-0186
4th, 10 AM. W.B Sledd home
SPECIAL
Also do backhoe work Call
kl.r.tre By
Anytime
power, electric windows. AM- 753-4706.
hounds. Call 437-4669 after 4 Mobile home for sale. 1972 in Taylor Store community. FurKARATE CLASSES Open daily - Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
(Also a good
FM 8-track. $500 firm. 753- Concrete and block work. Block Murray Karate Center. For apNewport, 12x60, 3 bedrooms, niture, appliances, glass,
pm.
rental investment)
753-6763
7542.
partially furnished, central china, and antiques, riding
garages, basements, driveways. pointment call 753-6317..
502 N. 5th St. - Two
heat. air-conditioned, 200 amp lawn mowers, lots of tools.
walks, patios. steps, free
When you wont quality 1975
bedroom,
Electra,
Buick
4-door
1
bath
frame
FOR SALE
LEATHER REPAIR and custom
service pole, steps and under- Saturday, October 11th, 10
when only the best will
hardtop, excellent condition, estimates. Charles Barnett. leather work. Reasonable. Call
house, electric heat,
Purdom 8 Thurman
Jumbo Illinois Canpinning. Call 345-2735 or 753- AM, half mile north of Almo
$1500. 1975 Pontiac 2-door 753-5476.
do you will choose.
living-dining room,
Insurance 8
753-9736.
taloupes. A load arrived
0225. isk for Roger.
Heights on Highway 641. All
hardtop, $1175 753-4445.
CARPET
carpeted, half baseCLEANING. Licinsed Electrician
Saturday morning at
Real
Estate
•
CARTER STUDIO
and gas in12x52
Schevelle
Two antiques and collector items.
ment. Small yard for
Jones Fruit Stand
Southsid• Court Square
1973 Chevelle. one owner, low Guaranteed References Free stallation. heating installation •304 Mom
753 8298
October
Saturday,
10
AM
18th,
bedrc
ist
estimates.
air753-9736.
easy maintenance.
mileage, excellent mechanical
3055. 12fly Str
Murray, Kentucky
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
condi
Wet
basement?
or gas at the late Albert Buchanan
We make wet
Walking distance to
condition. $650 Call 753-0368
753-4451
LOCAL TENNESSEE company is basements dry, work completeheat,
1971 Pontiac Grandville
00 753-6911 or 489- home, 8 miles east of Murray
downtown. Only
after 5.
on 94. 861 Ford tractor with
Mens leather coat, size 42, 2842.
expanding
into
the
ly
Murray
guarenteed. Call or write
new exhaust system,
$16,900
equipment, lots tools, some
1974 Camaro'with power steerwhite uniforms. Call 489-2683.
area. Salespeople needed Part Morgan Construction Co..
good tires, runs good.
28. Mob. Home Rents good antiques. ofSaturday. Oc-REDUCED
ing and brakes, sharp, low
or
full
time
Call
753-6317
for
Route
2. Box 409A. Paducah,
lt.Thome Furnishings For rent: 2 bedroom trailer, tober 25th, at the late Edgar
Economy in this country home mileage.
TO 05,000.00
engine, $500 or best offer. Af350
your personal interview. Ask for KY 42001, or call day or night
ter
9
p.m.
with
2
fireplaces
Lovely
and
2
BR.,
a
w000
2
Bath,
Harvest gold appliances: Tap- near Murray. No pets. 489- Wilkerson home, 308 South
automatic transmission AM.
753-6472 Mr Milner.
1-442-7026.
burning stove. Lots of garden FM stereo tape, factory Call
Brick just completed
16th. Big sale of antiques and
pan gas range, Whirlpool gas 2611.
room
and
close
Kentucky
to
in
quiet
subdivision,
collector items. Watch
after 7 pm, 753-9333.
Have your driveways white rock- Motile homes moved. Insured. Will do plumbing, air. dryer. Whirlpool washer. G.E. For rent2 bedroom trailer,
Lake. Three bedrooms. Priced
North of Murray.
ed and graded before bad state licensed. Unblocked and conditioning, painting, carpenThursday's paper for detail
refrigerator. Excellent condi- electric heat.
Call 437-4617.
to sell quickly. $17.100. Call 1969 Ford Thunderbird. weather. Free estimates Clif- blocked. Also service work. try, concrete and roofing. 753listing, or call Otto Chester's
Beautifully decorated,
tion. 'See
at
2021
Benton, 1-527-8740.
Spann Realty, Associates, 753- Mechanically sound, body in ford Garrison, 753-5429.
2211 or 759-1270.
Two bedroom trailers, com- Auction Service, 435-4128.
Gatesborough.
thick carpeting, luxfair condition, would make ex
7724.
pletely furnished, good condi
Need
work
on
ury
your
throughout,
trees?
WEST
great
KENTUCKY ASPHALT
Insulation
Toppblown
in
by
cellent
Large Frigidare refrigerator.
Sears.
work car $400 firm
tion, from $145. Call 753- Big yard sale! Thursday, Friday,
room with fireplace. 24
save on these high heating and ing, pruning shaping, corn- COATI NC & SEALI NC. Have
Call 753-6821 after 6 pm.
753-6571.
and Saturday, October 2nd,
8964.
x 30 workshop with 220 p.
•
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753- plete removal and more Call your home driveway or parking
3rd, and 4th. Several antique
30" Westinghouse electric Two bidroom,
1977 Mustang Cobra 11 302 4- 2310 for
DOVER'S TREE SERVICE for lot sealed professionally before
wiring, fluorescent
12x60, partially items, color to.. and numerous
free estimate.
speed with double power and
range, $75. Call anytime after furnished, on large
professional tree care. 753- winter. 753-8163.
lot approx- odd and end items. 3 miles
lighting. Good Garden. gi
It
&
K
Stump
Removal
Do
you
air.
AM-FM
8-track,
new
set
4:30, 753-0698
of
. ,imateta. miles _east 91_,Nlucra3_ -east-of-Hardin.rtrst-aff -Hrghsvay ellUilllin•UULUMUTUITUMEINII4i
_ ____ ..... .. _ _.
need stumps removed from 8536
57. Wanted
white
letter
factory
tires
.-7531222 wheels. 43.000 actual miles, your yard or land cleared of •
O
ItTarm-Equipment Call 753-6283 after 5 pm.
753-8080
80. For information call 1-354Two young women want to
For
all
your
stumps? We can remove
510 Combine; 222 corn Trailer for rent. 12'x58', 2 6691.
$3250. Call 1-354-6217
share nice house with another
Auction Needs
stumps up to 24" below the
header: 15 wheel disc: 1240 bedroom. 2 miles north of
woman. Near M.S.U. and
IT'S ABack yard sale! 811 North 18th Does Price Count?- You bet it
yellow
1973
Pinto
wagen.
can
ground. leaving only sawdust
John Deere planter; 4-row Hazel on 641, Air-conditioned,
downtown: Private bath and
HONEY FOR
753o- and chips
Street. Wednesday, Thursday, does! 2 bedroom brick on
best
offer
$1000
Call
or
Call for free
cultivator. Ford corn picker. washer and dryer, partially furDon Miller
entrance Available October
THE MONEY
and Friday. Tables, glass beautiful acre lot surrounded
6331 from 6-8:30 am or from estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
Call 435-4593.
435 4144
nished on 2 acre lot. Couples bookcase.
1st. Call Rebekah after 5 pm
Large 4 bedroom, 1
antiques, and by mature trees. Bright, sunny
5-9
30
pm
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
kitchen,.dining room, large liv753-6577
0-17 Allis Chalmers tractor preferred. $165 per month. miscellaneous. Cheap!
bath, well maintained
ing room with wood burning
with Ideal 2 row corn picker. Call 753-2859.
older home with lots of
Big yard sale! -Thursday. Oc- fireplace And
best of
Real good shape. 437-4364 Two bedroom trailer, nice and
character. Must be
2nd
at
tober
9
AM,
301
South
all...Priced
For
in
the $20's.
after 5 pm.
clean. No pets. $130 per monseen inside to ap6th. Cancel in case of rain.
comfort and value, compare
preciate. Economical
For sale: Combine 1660, both th, $50 deposit. 753-2377.
anything
you
If
may
you have junk, yard sale left with
have
central gas heat, gas
headers, field ready. Call after 30. Business Rental
°vets, clothes, furniture, or seen. Offered bu Century 21
grill on patio, screened
6 pm. 753-5156.
1. How can you make money?
anything you want to get rid of. Loretta Jobs, Realtors - 753front porch, electric
Mini
54' Transport Auger, like new,
call Brown's Grove Trading 1492.
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
garage door opener,
$1800. 435-4265.
Post. We sell on consignment.
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
Warehouse
and located within
435-4555.
2-03ports Equipment
2. How car you save money?
walking distance of
Storage Space
Neighborhood yard sale!
REDUCED TO SEEL! Completely
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that
Browning automatic 30.06
downtown. Offered at
the classified
For Rent
Thursday and Friday, October
furnished, 2 year old, 3
engraved scope-sling mounts.
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of October sell
$37,900 and just listed.
all those items
to
bedrooms, 1 full baths, living
2nd
and
3rd,
7:30
til
500.
made in Belguim. $400. 759753-4758
Phone
you
the
have
Action
gathered
together.
room, dining room, den,
Household items, toys, records.
1739 evenings, weekends.
Number, 753-1222,
fireplace, on nice half acre lot
3. How good a business person are you?
coats, carpet remnants,
Rent
Apts.
32.
For
Kopperud
in
Lynn
Realty
Grove area. 530,100.
in
22. Musical
children and adult clothing,
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Murray.
Conn Alto Saxaphone. used one Apartments for rent, near 1980 900 customized Honda,
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Oct. Every fourth day your classified
1979 XS-400 Yamaha. Three
year, good condition. Call after downtown. Call 753-4109.
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
Priced slashed! Make an offer
6 pm, 753-7706.
Apartment for rent, furnished, miles out 121 South, Fairview
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
on this under • priced
Subdivision.
Acres
u
k
•
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for October you will
Lay-a-way your piano or organ $90. Call 753-8333 or 753home. The family is anxious to
Three party carport sal&
Riot 111
now. for Christmas. New ship- 6521.
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
move with husband to his new
MANAGEMENT
& PROPERTY
ment just arrived. Refinance. Furnished one bedroom apart- Thursday and Friday, 830 hi
job location. This home is lust
4. What are the details of this sale?
Clayton's -1 & B Music, ment. Zimmerman Apartments, 330. 201 South 15th St.
outside of city limits lust 2
Ans_ The sale is open to everyone;
Income property Small apart- miles, making for town conveChestnut St., Murray, 753- South 16th Street. 753-6609. 43. Real Estate
ment building, fully rented, ex- niences but no city taxes. The
7575.
New duplex for rent or sale! 2 Church for sale in Paris, Ten- cellent income For sale by
house has a traffic pattern that
New and used Baldwin piano bedroom plus carport. All ap- nessee on Highway 79 East.
owner Low $20's. Call 753- is very liveable. Insulated up to
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co.. pliances furnished with washer Seating capacity approximately 8742
TVA
specifications for
across from the Post Office, and dryer hookup. No pets. Call 100 - with full basement. Price
economic utility bills. Priced in
Paris, TN.
753-2965.
$50,000. Call (502) 753-0835
Nice 3 bedroom LIN/ the $30's. Call 753-1492 CEN21:Exterminating
Nice, furnished apartment. or write Pastor Luther gay.
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs. Realtors
house with bath. Good
2217 Gatesborough Circle.
1414 Vine St.
and let us show you this home
location,
2
blocks
from
Murray. KY 42071.
One room efficiency apartM.S.U.
Outside S today.
ment, $90. Located at corner Do you own your own lot or lot
storage building. This
of 16th and Olive, across from and mobile home? If you do
-40-711111111111111111111P
is a well built house.
and your family income is
University. Call 753-4793.
$42,500.
within the following achusted
34. Houses For Rent income limits, you may qualify
Nine bedroom home
House for rent, furnished, 4 for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
Kelley's Termite
near the campus of
bedrooms, at 905 N 16th St 4 bedroom home. Income
Control
& Pest
M.S.U. Ample bath
$200 per month. Call (901) limits are: Two in family Phone 753-3914
and kitchen facilities.
&13,500; Three in family A PLACE TO
642-5863.
Central heat and
&15,150, Four in family HANG YOUR HEART
Excellent year round
air&17,900. With today's inflation
You'll fall in love with
income. Seller will
and interest rates up, why not
this quality built 4
Call
finance.
for
visit
more
our
office
and
let
today
us
bedroom home in
,dr
talk
terms
now _753information on how 4
Canterbury Estates.
1492..CENTURY 21 Loretta
easily this can be
Home has many
Jobs, Realtors at 1200
yours.
outstanding features
Sycamore
T4.4. 4,....
414.4444
including large den
som..
. ...:•.4 ,,
2,
74
/5
37;
with wood burning
535,000.0011 That's right-.
lowl,• 444«
tie-n0,
fireplace, formal dinThere is something for sole
Tor, Ileremoirot lor•Bege...,
9.41 *a
t
ing room, large
for 535,000. It's located at
IS1•1111
at
V
1...7,z
bedrooms, and ex1659 Ryan and includes 3
....-4.. -B-bedroom's, hying room, kit
quisite design and
Marray-Calkway
then and both. TVA in
0 decor throughout. OfCounty Realty
sulation. Nice hedged bock
fered in the $70's,
(502)753-8146
yard with outside storage
through Kopperud
304N 12th Si
Within walking distance to
b
V
1111wrr4y, II y 42071
V
Realty,711 Main.
MSU. This should sell quick,
0
V
COUNTRY SETTING
to if you're interested better
5. What do you gain from this sale?
col loon.
Yet minutes from
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
New listing 3 bedroom. 2 full
town.
4
bedroom,
2
FOR SALE
JOHN SMITH
'money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
baths, brick veneer home,
bath home located on
section of the newspaper The amount of money you can Salve is determined only by the amount
Attractive, comfortable 2 bedroom brick home,
1621 Keenland Drive Home
3
'4 acre. New
septic
features Olympic size pool. tank and field
located at end of quiet dead end street. Has attached
of advertising you der.'- to do.
tile.
central heat and air, fireplace,
garage end work area, outside storage building, living
prieecl, . the $40's.
burglar gams system For more
room with fireplace, located on large lot. May be seen
Phone Kopperud Realinformation call Purdom &
by appointment only at 909 Pogue Ave., or call 753
ty, 753-1222 for fullThAnan
Estate,
Real
7530387.
4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585. time Real Estate Service.
Geneva Jones 753-6557
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Make Money By Saving!

k

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v.Ads must run three consecutive days.
v.No changes will be made in copy.
v.Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.
No. Days
No. Days
Total
Paid
Free
Days Run
3
1
4
6
2
8
9
12
3

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Coll 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.

niverr- la i 11.i.. um, kakrk ,e..
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5th Dimension Opens Lowry

Utaths & Funerals I
Funeral Rites To
Be At St. Leo's
For Donald Osmus
for

funeral

The

Series In Paducah Wednesday

J. B. Dobson Dies
Sunday; Services
To Be Wednesday
Funeral services fee

Donald

Paducah

J. B.

Prayers will be said at 7:30
at the
p.m. tonight Tuesday)(

p.m. today Tuesday).
Mr. Dobson, 61, was pronounced dead on arrival at

funeral home.
Mr. Osmus, 57, Clayshire
Trailer Court, Mayfield, died
Monday at 5:05 a.m, at the

Mrs. John
—
Cooper, Lynn
Grove, Mrs. Tessa Vergonet,
Morris, Ill., Mrs. George
(Donna) Giugher, Joliet, Ill.,
daughters

(Lillyanne)

Wende

Osmus,

Mayfield; one son, Hugh
Osmus, Annandaler,Va.
are one
Also surviving

concert

sister, Mrs. Vivian Norvel,
two brothers, GorJoliet,
don Osmus, Dayton, Ohio, and
Osmus, Plainfield,
Ill.: seven grandchildren.

Leonard

Carl Greenfield
Dies; Funeral To
Be Held Wednesday
Services for Carl Greenfield
of Benton will be held Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Collier Funeral Itme,
Benton, with the Rev John Aranti the Rev. Joseph

"Seven Samurai," a 1954
Japanese film, will be shown

brother-in-law, Harold
Hopkins, South Fulton, Tenn.;
five grandchildren.

ton;

twice at Murray State University on Thursday, Oct. 2. as the
first program of the third In-

Stock Market

ternational Film Festival on

Prices of atocka of local interevit silt
Murray
a m CST today furnished to TheMichigan
Ledger & Times by First of
Murray.
Corp. of
+6.83
19 +'.
i. +4
38% we
514 +4
—9 unc
27% unc
13 +4
6111% +4.
52% +1
4
/
4 +3
3
19/
21's
.
150
11% +
16% +
30 +as
4 +°.
/
643
21419 22A
20% +
No Trade
,+
2111
30
351. .,_••
• 1-•
34
16B164A

the campus.
Showings of the 141-minute
black-and-white film, which
has English subtitles, are
scheduled at 1 and 7 p.m. in

directed

"The samurai are exactly
the kind of men Kurosawa admires and believes in, so the

'
tional Film Fektiskl.
Toshiro Minnie, who played

passion and energy that he
usually expends on calls for

Lord Toranga in the recent
television
successful
nUniseries entitled "Shogun,"
is the star of the film. The

the auditorium of the Student
Center. They are open to the

social

and to maintaining unceasing
movement."
While the afternoon program will consist of the film
only, the evening program will
include an introduction by Dr.

of English.

"The Magnificent Seven," the
film was directed by the

The plot focuses on seven
fighters (Japanese
skilled
samurai I who are recruited to

famous Japense director
Akira Kurosawa. Kurosawa

free a farming village from
the scourge of a bandit army.

Kent Forrester, associate professor of English, and a
discussion at the film's conclusion.
contributions
Voluntary
may be made at each showing
to help defray the costs of
future films of the International Film Festival.

totaling
grants
mission
$678,000 have been approved
to expand water and gas service to industrial parks in

Marie Taylor and

at

Murray

State

University at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 30, in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
Presented by the Department of Music on the campus,
the recital is open to the public
at no admission charge.
Music on the program will
a group of Italian

include

at

the

Barga

Opera

finalist in the New York City
Opera Company auditions.
Mrs. Taylor, an associate
professor and head of the

Her professional career has
performances with

included
the

Nashville

Symphony,

Philadelphia Opera Company,
ComOpera
Pennsylvania
pany, South

4• ;4.

and

Pic-

Elgar's "Sea

Princeton, N. J.

Jersey

Opera

Opera
Company, Atlanta
Company and as a soloist with

441 Sim*

done additional study in opera
theatre at the Philadelphia
College of Performing Arts

sichord, a group of German
lieder by Hugo Wolf, three
French operatic arias, and

Westminster Choir College in

4

Ms. Bates earned the B.M.
degree at Union University
and the M.F.A. degree at the
University of Georgia. She has

Bates won the Grand Opera
auditions, the Gran Canarious
Opera auditions, and was a

taught at West Chester (Pa.)
and
College
State

Blue & White
Sharp Approx. 40,000 Miles
PS PB Air

solo recitals throughout Tennessee, Missouri, Ggorgia,
and Eastern Pennsylvania.

Festival in Barga,Italy.
While in Philadelphia, Ms.

Mrs.

'17 Buick Rugal

the Philadelphia Singers and
Oratorio
Philadelphia
the
Choir. She has also presented

by G.F. Handel with
Taylor on the harp-

arias

Ms. Bates, assistant professor of Music, joined the
faculty in 1978. She formerly

GM

Methodist

Church

starting

Life Underwriters
To Meet Wednesday
The Murray Association of
Life Underwriters will meet

Wednesday, Oct. 1, at 8 p.m. at
the Triangle Inn, according to
the president, Bob Nanney.
Community projects will be
0
discussed and all members

t

1 are urged to attend, Nanney
.
maw
said

piano unit in the Department
of Music, joined the faculty in
1969.
She has performed extensively throughout the Midwest
with both piano and harpsichord. She recently performed in a series of concerts in the
Los Angeles area.

Band Boosters Set
Chili Supper Friday
Friday, October 3, the annual fund-raising chili supper
sponsored by the Murray High
School Band Boosters, will

-held

will

Cutlip

party for all the youth present
will be held,
be

presented in a special concert

Bates, Taylor To Present
Faculty Recital Tonight

tures."

PONTII

A youth revival will be held
at the Brooks Chapel United

Tenn.,

Randy

Kaye Gardner Bates

Edward

401111111LL

Johnson wit attended from
Calloway County along with
Gil Mathis, Z. C. Enix, Betty

Montgomery

Concert Planned,
Maranatha Center

October 15
Murray Supply
The Complete
Rental Store!

751-2417

Shoulders To The Wheel And
Work to Gst Out the Vote on
Nov. 4," *circling to Violet

$600,000.

!
ve
Sa
It's Coming

CM QUALM
glIMCI PARTS

was "That Those Present Go
Back Ti' Their Respective
Their
Put
and
Places

Friday, Oct. 3, and continuing
through Sunday, Oct. 5, with
the Rev. Gary Osborne of
of the money,
as the
will go for rgriovatipp...Nashville,
evangelist.
the
of
expansion
and
Special singing will be held
Jamestown water system.
at each service at 7:30 p.m. on
The funds will be combined
Friday, Saturday, and Sunwith an $800,000 federal loan
day, and also at 11 a.m. on
Urban
million
$1
and a
to the
Sunday, according
to
grant
Action
t
Developmen
pastor, the Rev. Dean Woodincrease the capacity of the
ward, who invites the public to
water system from 262,000
attend.
gallons to 2.5 million gallons
Following the service on
per day.
Saturday evening, a skating

recital

Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Part,

dent Carter in Kentucky.
The theme of the meeting

counties.
The bulk

Mezzo-soprano Kay Gard.
ner Bates and pianist Marie
Taylor will present a faculty

$4,200.00
•
Dwain Taylor Chevrol•et, Inc.

roll, former governor of KenChrles Grey,
and
Georgia, coordinator Presi-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP( —
Regional Com-

and

at the Murtify

be

Miadle

School Cafeteria, with serving
to begin at 5:30 pin.
Included in the $1,50(Urge
for the chili supper is a bowl of
chili, a piece of pie and a
drink, according to chairman
Nancy Cathey.

at the Maranatha Christian
Center, 200 North Fifth Street,

Middle School PTO
To Meet On Oct. 6

Murray, on Thursday, Oct. 2,

The Murray Middle School
PTO has rescheduled Back-

at 7:30 p.m.

To-School night for Monday,
Oct.6, at 7 p.m.
According to

The center is located across
from

Wilson

Hall,

Murray

to

attend,

a

Principal

Larry Salmon, parents should
school
the
assemble in

State University. There is no
charge and the public is invited

auditorium.

center

Elementary Students
To Be Dismissed
Early Friday

spokesman said.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
September 30, 1990
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 639 Est, 600 Barrows 8.
Gilts .50 higher Sows Steady
848.10-4250
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
847,25-41.25
US 2 210-250 lbs
946.75-47.25
US 2-3241(200 lbs
US 2-4 260-280 lbs.
Sows
137.00-39.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
138.00-10.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
US 1-3 450-50016s.
$10.00-43.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.. $43.00-44.50 few 45.00
137.00-38.013
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars 31.00-34.00

at

Students
Elementary

both

and

Carter

Robertson

Elementary Schools will be
dismissed at 2 p.m. Friday instead of 2:30 p.m. because of
Role Exchange Day.
A school spokesman said
that the buses will also run 30
minutes early.

DRINKERS THINK THEY'RE
GOOD DRIVERS.

WE
KNOW
BETTER!
.„

That's why we
specialize in the
Non-Drinker
If

you're a Non-Drinker,
us

you

should get to know

AUTO INSURANCE

information

with no obhgation•

1.

Bob Nanney
st"=
- Insurance Agency'
-- 07 N.Itla 751-4937

N

Businessman's Corner
LET'S TALK ABOUT NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING

tucky,

Appalachian

Russell

tension 13.

Cobb, state party chairman,
Dale Sights, Kentucky contact
man for Carter, Julian Car-

worth.

Al': - USDA
Geary officiating.
Estimated receipts cattle and calves 2400,
compared to Monday's close limited
Burial will follow in the Benslaughter steers and heifers weak; cows
ton Cemetery. Friends may
firm to .50 tigher; other represented classes
steady.
call at the funeral home.
Slaw,hter steers a few thane 10301257 lb
Mr. Greenfield, 69, died
65 25-67 75. good 990 lb clamytreds 93.00;
the
at
a.m,
2:55
at
Monday
9aughter heifers a few good and clime
740475 1661.70E200;
Hospital,
Marshall County
Slauinter cows commercial 47 50-50.25;
Benton. He was a member of
udility 4175-17.00: high drestang and NO
Wrung percent utality 47.5051 75; cutter 43.00
the First United Methodist
4630; canner and cutter under 932 lb 37 02
Church, a former co-owner of
43.00.
the Mayfield Tire Center and
Slaughter bulls yield grade 11910 lb 64.26:
yield grade 1-2 1000-1740 lb 53.755900; yield
the Greenfield Brothers Tire
grade 2950.1170 lb 50.00-54.00;
Benton, a
in
Company
Calves and feelers a:nested early;
Feeder stews median frame 1 350450 lb
business representative of the
73.00.79.0D; 456550 lb 72.00-78.30; 550730 lb
Meatcutters Union in Akron.
70.00-75.50: medium frirne 2 3015460 lb 65 00
and a former member of the
74.00; 505790 11) 620070.30; 700850 lb 520°88.00; large fr-arne 2 madly holsteins 100700
United Rubber Workers in
lb 80.006650; IIM446 lb 5790-57.30 incluckng
Akroti,Ohio.
100 basi163 lb hastens 60 5730,
wife,
Heifers tried= frame 1 375500 lb 63.00He is survived by his
500650 lb 639068.00: median and
6100,
Mrs. Mildred Greenfield; two
small franc I fleshy ceenngs 350-600 Ili 61.012
sons, Carl Wayne Greenfield,
M75; medium frame 2350600lb 53.0260.00;
Rock cows snail frame 1 752 lb 5-6 years
Benton, and Bill Greenfield,
9(154.00;
Paducah; two sisters, Mrs.
Hogs 700; compared to Monday's dose
Mrs.
barrows and gilts 1 26 ?after; US 1-2 222750
Herma Holbert and
lb 50.050.70; US 2 210245 lb 50.1550.55; US 2
Mable Pivar, Tampa, Fla.;
3 235300 lb 19.0050.00; sows firm to 1.00
of
Walter
—
brothers
three
higher; US 1-2 300350 lb 43.004490; 350-100 lb
44.045.00; 430-150 lb 450047.00, 150-1105 lb
Paducah, Rudy of Mayfield,
47(0-6040. boars over 300 lb 39.5039.85.
and Scott of Tampa, Fla.; two
raider 200 lb 79 5026.00;
step
Sheep 25; reprraented dassn icily,
grandchildren; three
lambs a few choice 95-127 lb 60.00,
skeeter
grandchildren; several nieces
feeders chore and fancy 8561 lb natne
and nephews.
Iambs 56.30.

the concert. Additional ticket
information may be obtained
by calling PCC at 442-6131, ex-

district were represented by

Bennett, and Freda Butter-

Livestock Market

student. Tickets for an individual performance are $10
and will be available prior to

the 125 to 150 persons present.
Bob
Speakers included

Appalachian Regional
Commission Grants
Youth Revival To
Are Approved
Be, Brooks Chapel
Starting Friday

cher

"Bus Stop" and the Louisville
Orchestra, are still available
for $15 per adult and $10 per

sional District was held Sunday at a resort home near
2 counties in the
Cadiz. The 23,

fully

be

Metropolitan Ballet Company,
Actors Theatre of Louisville in

A special "get together" of
Party
Democrat*
workers in the First Congres-

devoted to dynamic staging,
camera style,

the series for 1980-81, according to festival director Helen
Roulston, assistant professor

which was later remade into
an American film entitled

can

FOCUS series, which includes
The 5th Dimension,"The Nutcracker" performed by the

the

composition,

popularity of "Shogun" led to
of "Seven
the selection
Samurai" as the first film of

public at no admission charge.
Japanese "western"
A

action

alike, with their upbeat, easy
listening sound.
Tickets for the entire

Democrats Meet At
Resort Home; Plan
For Campaign Here

One reviewer made the following observation:

"Rashomon,"
which was shown in 1979-80 as
part of the second Interna-

also

a performance." The group
has continued to appeal to a
wide audience, young and old

cluding "One Less Bell to
Answer" and "Aquarius—Let
the Sunshine In." Their single

by cattle% PCC at 442-6131, extension 13.

'Seven Samurai'Is First In
International Film Festival

ington; one son, Phillip Dob1;
Route
son, Mayfield
brother, Dean Morris, Ben-

Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G A.F.
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hardens
Heublein
IBM
Jerico
)(mart
Kulin's Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S Tobacco
Wendy's

a

the Orient. They have released several hit albums and
received 14 gold records, in-

Lillian Lowry
THE 5TH DIMENSION — The 5th Dimension will open the 1980-81
FOCUS Performing Arts Series at 8 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 1. The show will be at Tilghprior to the
man High School auditorium. Tickets are $10 each and will be available

Mrs. Ann Lou Dobson; two
Judith
Mrs.
daughters,
Eldridge, Detroit, Mich., and
Mrs. Jean Harding, Farm-

in Dallas, Texas.
Survivors include his wife,
Washam
Frances
Mrs.
Osmus, to whom he was married on Nov. 6, 1943; four

is

Dimension

popular singing group, having

was a farmer and a member

Robert Osmus. died June 28,
1980 in a motorcycle accident

5th

the glamour of show business,
and we believe in giving them
an entertaining show, not just

toured extensively throughout
the United States, Europe,and

of the Cuba Church of Christ.
He is survived by his wife,

he was the son of the late
Edward Osmus and Martha
Zentarski Osmus. One son,

Miss

The

10:30 p.m. Sunday at the Community Hospital, Mayfield. He

Cardiac Care Unit of the Community Hospital, Mayfield.
Born May 18, 1923, in Joliet,

Larne Gordon, the founder
and original member of The
5th Dimension, "People enjoy

Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Christ
of
Church
Cemetery. Friends may call
at the funeral home after 4

Cuba

hit, "Up, Up and Away," won
four Grammy Awards.
to Florence
According

School

High

Tilghman

Charles Nelson officiating.
Burial will follow in the

the arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
may call.
where friends

and

formance by The 5th Dimension on Wednesday evening,
Oct. 1. The show will be at

Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home, Wingo, with the Rev.

Martin Mattingly officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery with

Conununity Colthe 1980-81

open

Lillian Lowry FOCUS Performing Arts Series with the per-

Dobson of Mayfield Route 1
will be held Wednesday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the

Osmus will be held Wednesday at 10 a.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church, where he
was a member, with the Rev.

will

lege
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West Des Moines, Iowa

This series of columns is prepared by the advertising
staff of The Murray Ledger and Times. Left to right are
Keith Branson, Sales, Rick Orr, Advertising Manager,
and Gail Thalman, sales. Contact any one of them at
753-1919 for assistance with your advertising program
No.5
EVALUATING
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING RESULTS
All advertising is done to create business and whether
ultimately
you have good results is going lobe determined
s ratio.
by sales volume, and your advertising cost-to-sale
is unwise and
But, arriving at result conclusions too early
often inaccurate.
the
Advertising is like planting seeds in a garden in that
fertilizes,
results can be accumulative. The gardener
work, his
waters, weeds, and with a little luck and hard
advertising,
plants grow to maturity. The same applies to
with human
but when you advertise you are dealing
ad
nature instead of the elements. On Monday a certain
at all,
may not interest Mrs. Housewife or Mr.'Customer
on Friwhile that same ad, appearing in the newspaper
same
day, may bring them into your place of business the
to some
day. Advertising reader reaction can be predicted
difficult
extent, but consistent accurate forecasting is
results.
because there are so many factors that determine
time of the
Some of these are weather, day of the week,
month,season of the year, and many others.
hardly
Some ads will "pull" immediately, while others
them too
seem to bring results at all. Don't evaluate
answers. It
quickly or you may come up with some wrong
advertiseis not unusual for people to walk in with clipped
in the
ment in hand six months after the ad appeared
whether
paper. That ad is still working! Much depends on
the adverthere is a time limit to the offer mentioned in
tisement.
in the
Generally speaking, every new ad that you place
newspaper is another row hoed in your advertising
garden, and a little more sunshine on your "plants."
read one
Everytime the potential customer is attracted to
buy, if
of your ads he is that much closer to coming in to
being
your products fit his individual life style. But,
in the
human, not all people react at the same time and
last
same manner. Obviously, the statement "I ran an ad
week and it didn't do me much good" is not a valid argument against advertising in the future.
In making a true and logical evaluation of advertising
results, the following should be high on your list of considerations:
(1) Do you have a viable procedural plan for tabulating
results
results from your advertising, and are such
last colentered in your record system regularly? (See
recording.)
umn for suggested methods for tabulation and
(2) Are all employees, (including yourself), following
time
tabulation policies, or do they cooperate only when
permits?
of what each
(3) Are your employees always aware
published ad looks like, what each offers, advertised
a cerprices, etc., so that when asked by a customer about
by saying,
tain advertised product they don't respond
"you saw it in what ad?"
results from
(4) Do you "lump together" all advertising
that will
all media, rather than keeping records on each
tell you which is the most resultful?
(5) Do you advertise on a predetermined budget and
you just
follow your frequency of advertising plan, or do
mood
"throw" an ad in the paper now and then when the
strikes or when business is "bad?"
must be
As stated, although final advertising results
can in
based on actual money in the till, your advertising
desired sales
fact be doing its job without achieving the
to reach
results. (See article 142 in this series.) Therefore,
dollars,
the end result of more sales for your advertising
working effiall steps toward reaching this goal must be
problems
ciently. Place blame on advertising for all sales
plan or
is not fair to your advertising effort, your working
would
yourself, couldpossibly lead you to a decision that
old into
curtail the means of getting new customers and
your establishment to buy.
in,
If 200 people respond to your advertising by coming
but4only 3 of them make a purchase, your advertising
other
resiNs were good! Your sales were poor for
reasoap! Evaluate results with caution.
NEXT

SELECTING YOUR BE..11,,PRODUCTS
TO ADVERTISE
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